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Stockport-based Allied Roofing & Construction Ltd
was a finalist in the Large Scale Project category of
the 2018 UK Roofing Awards for the re-roofing of
Urmston Grammar School, pictured.
As main contractors with AHR Building
Consultancy, the £350K 12-month project
involved stripping and re-roofing 2450 m2 of
random and diminishing course Westmorland
Green slates, many of which were re-used from the original roof.
Complicated detailing included mitred hips and lead valleys, and, due to the
particularly long lengths of roof areas – up to 70m - sufficient quantities of slates
in each of the sizes had to be salvaged. A dry vented ridge system was used
with clay ridge tiles for longevity.
The specification included the refurbishment of the clock-tower and replacement
of existing fascias, soffits and gutters.
As the school remained open, careful planning and phasing of the works to suit
the school timetable was necessary.
Mark Threlfall, Director at Allied Roofing & Construction said: “This was both a
challenging and rewarding project. The challenges were related to the complex
detailing due to the design of the roof and the supplementary works to refurbish
the clock tower. The rewards came from the satisfaction of an excellently
delivered job that met both the technical and aesthetic goals of the project.”

Every effort has been made by the publishers to ensure the accuracy of the contents of this magazine. However, under no circumstances can the publisher accept liability for any loss or damage which may arise or result from errors or omissions
in any advertisement or editorial, its content or position.
All opinions and facts presented in editorial features are those of the companies and individuals submitting such editorial and are accepted and published in good faith by Construction Media Publishing Ltd and are not warranted to be correct in any
way and the publishers will not accept any responsibility for, or any liability arising from, that content.
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2018 Outlook Moderately Optimistic Amid Brexit Uncertainty £22m Construction Skills
data shows that total construction
tiles and electrical products. RMI in the residential
Fund Launched
output increased by 8% in 2017 compared
sector is currently forecast to remain relatively steady,
H eadline
with 2016, to reach a total value of £163.5bn. In
terms of value, new work accounts for the largest
share, with particularly strong growth in residential
new work of 14% in the year. Renovation,
Maintenance, Improvement (RMI) output has also
been stronger in the residential than in the nonresidential sector. Overall RMI output increased by
7% in 2017.

In H1 2018, the construction sector remains
uncertain to moderately optimistic. Indications are
that new orders remained positive into Q4 2017 and
should lead to continuing growth into 2018 and
beyond for certain key sub-sectors. As a result, the
outlook for the UK construction market remains
mildly positive into the medium-term.

The outlook for the housing sector remains positive,
with 17% overall growth in residential output
currently forecast between 2017 and 2022. Demand
for new housing will remain one of the key drivers
for continued growth and the number of new
programmes designed to address shortage in
housing stocks should motivate output into the
medium-term.
However, predicted growth for newbuilds is set
against lower levels for completions, and also takes
into account materials inflation – in particular for
the finishing of new housing, such as sanitaryware,

with low annual growth reflecting consumer confidence.

The non-residential sector is facing more subdued
growth into the medium-term with output currently
forecast to reduce to 1-2% 2018-19, followed by annual
growth of around 3% to 2022. The issue of business
confidence and investment levels and the ‘wait and
see’ approach to future funding and capital
commitments are all likely to act as a brake into the
medium-term.

Largest sub-sector

£22 million Construction Skills Fund
was launched by the Skills Minister
Anne Milton this month.

A

With 158,000 new construction jobs
expected to be created over the next five
years, the fund will bring training to the
‘real-world’ environment of construction
sites and will be administered by the
Construction Industry Training Board
(CITB).

Infrastructure will remain the largest sub-sector with
growth underpinned by HS2 potentially delivering £34bn pa of output to 2022. However, the HS2 works also
bring into question the issue of capacities of materials
and workforce which could result in skills shortages
for other sub-sectors into the medium-term.

Minister Anne Milton said: “The
government has committed to building
300,000 new homes a year by the mid2020s and we want to make sure that we
are investing in the UK skills base to
deliver this.”

Meanwhile, the entertainment and leisure sector is
forecast to see good overall growth to 2022, when
output is forecast to be around £10.9bn. Following
growth of around 33% in 2017, annual growth rates are
currently forecast to fall back to around 3-5% from 2018
to 2022.

The fund aims to support 20 on-site
training hubs in England providing work
experience and placements for people
working to join the industry, as well as
entry pathways for unemployed people and
career switchers.

The retail sector is forecast to perform less well, due
to a combination of structural changes and potential
reduction in consumer confidence and spending levels.
The public sector is likely to see less investment in
capital projects into the medium-term, particularly
given the collapse of Carillion and its PFI contracts.

CITB is now calling on employers, housing
associations, LEPs and local authorities to
submit expressions of interest. These can
be from both existing and prospective onsite learning hubs.

“Overall growth in construction output is forecast to
reduce to around 2% for 2017-18, but improving to 3%
for 2019-22” said Jane Tarver of AMA Research. “This
more modest forecast takes into account the
continuing uncertainty surrounding the Brexit process
affecting the timing of business investment decisions.”
The ‘Construction and Housing Forecast Bulletin - GB 20182022’ is published four times a year by AMA Research. The
bulletin provides analysis of the overall construction market,
as well as forecasts to 2022. See www.amaresearch.co.uk.

The funding will only support on-site
training provision, and access to live
construction projects is essential to qualify.
Steve Radley, Policy Director at CITB, said:
“We want all interested organisations to
submit Expressions of Interest that are
innovative, collaborative and with training
at their heart. We will support applicants
through the process and provide expert
guidance to apply to the fund.”

LRWA Bolsters Technical Team
he Liquid Roofing and Waterproofing
Association (LRWA) has bolstered its
technical team with two new appointments.

T

With more than 30 years’ experience of the roofing
industry, Paul Franklin is the LRWA’s new
technical secretary. He is joined by Gary Baines,
the association’s new technical chair.
Paul was formerly at RAM Consultancy, and
technical manager at the Flat Roofing Alliance for
nine years. Throughout his career, Paul has helped
to write British Standards, HSE references and
training manuals and has represented the UK
roofing industry on the CEN committee (European
Committee for Standardisation).
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In his new role, he will help the LRWA to develop
guidance notes and codes of practice as well as
oversee all technical activity at the association,
including representing it at industry events.
As technical chair, Gary Baines will lead the LRWA
technical committee and help deliver specialist
publications for the association.

With nearly four decades of experience in the
liquid roofing sector, Gary was nominated for the
role by Sika Liquid Plastics. He has worked for
the company since 1980 in both technical and
sales roles in the UK and internationally. His
career has seen him work with products ranging
from water-based coatings for roofs through to
technologically-advanced liquids, including
polyurethanes.
LRWA CEO, Sarah Spink, said: “We’re delighted
to welcome Paul and Gary to the LRWA team.
These are hugely significant roles which will
ensure we deliver the highest technical
standards in our association and the wider
industry.”

SPRA Council Welcomes Three New Members
he Single Ply Roofing Association (SPRA) has
welcomed to its governing Council: Steve
Downey, Commercial Director of DANOSA, Ian
Muddiman, Head of Applications Roofing, SIKA and
Brendan McNulty, Operations Director at Delomac
Ltd.

T

Steve Downey’s appointment is a first for DANOSA
and he contributes the knowledge and experience of
17 years in the flat roofing industry.

Ian Muddiman has attended SPRA Council as a Sika
representative on a number of occasions. He said, “I
Steve said, “The combination of flat roofing
am very pleased to represent SPRA on a formal level
contracting experience and flat roofing manufacturing
and I believe my experience and knowledge within
and distribution has provided me with an in-depth
the industry, especially regarding training,
knowledge of, not only the industry, but also the
installation and site inspections, will add a valuable
varied products, as well as the difficulties, we face.
balanced input to the Council. I am also looking
Through the SPRA Council, I am looking forward to
forward to working with my fellow Council members
sharing experiences, learning from others, and
on the development of future initiatives and working
working together to achieve continual progress for
for continuous industry improvement”.
everyone involved in our industry.”
Cathie Clarke, SPRA CEO said “SPRA is very lucky
Brendan McNulty has 42 years’ experience in the
to have a pro-active Council whose members care
roofing sector and has previously served on the
deeply about the quality and direction of the single
Council from 2006-14. Brendan said, “During my
ply sector, and who regularly represent SPRA in the
wider industry, as well as contributing to quarterly
previous time serving on the Council, I represented
meetings and SPRA events.
the SPRA at NSCC & Main Contractors Group
meetings (now Build UK), on the CITB National
“I am looking forward to working with Steve, Ian,
Occupational Standard Group and many further
Brendan and all Council members to provide the
industry steering groups and other meetings. I am
industry with expert guidance and standards, to
looking forward to once again working alongside my influence and support clients and specifiers and to
fellow Council Directors to represent all Contractor
ensure the right training options are available to our
members fairly and honestly.”
workforce.”

Top Projects and Professionals Honoured at MAC 2018 Awards
The mastic asphalt industry’s most impressive projects and professionals were recognised at the Mastic
Asphalt Council’s (MAC) 2018 Awards hosted at London’s Royal Horseguards Hotel.
Over 140 key players from the sector attended the event which was sponsored by Alltype Specialist Roofing
Supplies, Academy Consulting and Sky Gardens.
In memory of MAC’s long-serving director and secretary, John Blowers, the John
Blowers Award for 2018 was presented to Mick Elliott of IKO PLC. Mick started
his career as a Laboratory Technician and has played a valuable role in the
development and production of polymer modified mastic asphalt. He became a
member of IKO Technical Services in 2000 and is well-known for promoting the
benefits of mastic asphalt as well as for offering excellent advice and service to
contractors and specifiers.
The Challenge Trophy Award was made to BCC Asphalt for the Church of St.
Mary and All Saints project. This award recognises the most impressive project
across the year carried out in the most challenging conditions. The application of
mastic asphalt was carried out at a problematic working height in very difficult
weather conditions. The building was kept watertight as works progressed and
different contours and curves of gutters were expertly matched using mastic
asphalt.
The highly sought-after Project of the Year Award went to Sussex Asphalte for
the prestigious St Paul’s Cathedral project in London. Sussex Asphalte secured
the contract to replace the 111 years’ old original asphalt around the Cathedral
dome. The company were commended for excellent attention to detail and
workmanship throughout, with neat upstands, arrises and splays. Scaffolding and
hoists were used to overcome restricted working conditions and a gutter
template was expertly formed to ensure the correct width of application.

Turnover Shows 50%
Growth at £27m Online
Construction Materials
onstruction Materials Online
(CMO), the online retailer of
building materials, has reported record
growth. The company posted revenues of
£27m in the year to 31 December 2017an increase of almost 50% since the
previous year (2016: £18m).

C

During 2017, the Plymouth-based
company, which supplies trade
customers and DIYers, has seen a 46%
rise in visits to its
RoofingSuperstore.co.uk,
DrainageSuperstore.co.uk and
InsulationSuperstore.co.uk websites and a
28% increase in customers. The growth of
the second-generation family business
follows an £8.65m investment in the
business by private equity house, Key
Capital Partners (KCP) in April 2017.

Ross Sanger (left), financial director of CMO, and Andy
Dunkley, CEO

CFO, Ross Sanger, said: “Online retail is
quickly gaining market share in B2B as
well as in B2C and we are working hard
to ensure that our offering of 50,000+
products delivers exactly what our
customers need.

Continually improving
“CMO’s growth is driven by continually
improving our digital platforms supported
by our own e-commerce specialists and
in-house developers, which doubled in
2017. Last year also saw us completing
our own bespoke Customer Relationship
Marketing system and we will be
working on the launch of our more
responsive mobile sites.
“We are extremely pleased to see such
strong growth in sales, together with
EBITDA of £2m, as we maintain our reinvestment into the business and
diversify into new areas of related ecommerce. We have seen exceptional
growth continuing in Q1 2018.”
Established in 2008, CMO now employs
a 65-strong team and is planning to move
to new, larger premises this summer.
www.roofingtoday.co.uk | ROOFING
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The 4th SPRA Conference and Awards Dinner

other SPRA guidance and quality standard documents.
At the conference these documents were provided on
special credit card sized flashdrives, but are freely
available to download from the SPRA website.
Jenny House, Build UK Membership Manager said: “I
thoroughly enjoyed it and thought the content and
speakers were really good!”. Carl Bailey, Regional
Technical Manager for Firestone Building Products
said “I was very impressed with the whole
organisation and the diversity of voices on stage
maintained engagement throughout.”

he 4th SPRA Conference and Awards
Dinner was held on the 20th of June at
Eastwood Hall in Nottinghamshire.

T

Widely acclaimed by industry as an excellent
event, the conference speakers delivered
interesting and engaging presentations on a
wide range of sustainability issues relevant to
the single ply roofing sector.
Under the title ‘Sustaining single ply-challenges
and champions’, topics included specification
and design, the circular economy, waste
management research, environmental policy,
employment law, training and industry
accreditation, changes to CSCS visitor cards,
mental health and wellbeing as well as staying
professional and safe on social media.
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The conference also provided the perfect
opportunity to launch the newly revised
SPRA Design Guide 2018 along with new
Welding Guidance and updates on many

Even the speakers themselves found the event
valuable and educational, with Sebastian Chambers of
CIL Management Consultants commenting: “I thought
it was an excellent event. I learnt a lot and made some
new contacts. The focus on sustainability from the
environment to mental health was inspiring.”
Congratulations must go to all the SPRA Award
winners, SIG D&T, Protan Ltd, Danosa UK and IKO
Polymeric. Jim Hooker, SPRA Technical Director got a
standing ovation when he was presented with the
very first SPRA Award for Outstanding Achievement
by SPRA CEO, Cathie Clarke. Full details of all SPRA
Awards can be found on the SPRA website.
Save the Date
on Thursday 13th June 2019, SPRA will be holding its
annual conference at the prestigious Heythrop Park in
oxfordshire to celebrate the event’s 5th birthday.

Apprentice of the Year

Winners of the BMI 2018 Apprentice of the Year
Winner of the Redland
2018 Apprentice of
the Year, Jay Webster
is presented with
£1000 prize by Andy
Dennis, BMI UK MD.

Winner of the Icopal
2018 Apprentice of
the Year, Kieron
Forster is presented
with £1000 prize by
Andy Dennis, BMI
UK MD.

The finalists of the Icopal 2018
Apprentice of the Year flat roofing
competition finding the deliberate
faults on a built up rig.

This year’s finalists of the BMI 2018 Apprentice of
the Year Competition with BMI MD Andy Dennis.

fter a demanding contest challenging
18 young roofers, Jay Webster wins
Redland 2018 Apprentice of the Year
and Kieran Forster triumphs as Icopal 2018
Apprentice of the Year.

won Icopal 2018 Apprentice of the Year! I was
up against such experienced and talented
competition, but I did my best and I’m so
grateful for the competition and that I pushed
myself to enter.”

“I can’t believe I’ve won and I’m now the
Redland 2018 Apprentice of the Year!” said
Jay, receiving the pitched roofing award at a
sumptuous Gala Dinner at Cricklade House
Hotel. “It’s been a really intense two days and
I’ve been taken completely out of my comfort
zone. It’s a fantastic event and I want to thank
Redland for putting it on and bringing all of us
apprentices together, I’ve had a great time!” he
added.

The two winners each take home a £1000 cash
prize, a BMI goody bag of vouchers, roofing
tools, workwear and PPE worth £500 and a
lifetime’s free training at the BMI National Roof
Training Centre in South Cearney,
Gloucestershire, where the competition took
place on the 27th June.

A

Winning the flat roofing category, Keiran
Forster was equally thrilled: “I’m amazed I’ve

Tom Thompson was Highly Commended
- with Alan Landers (left) tutor at South West Roof Training
Group and Andy King, Tom’s employer & MD of AL King Roofing.

This year’s Apprentice of the Year event was a
first in offering both pitched and flat roofing
contests, the result of organiser, BMI Group’s
unique position as the largest manufacturer of
both types of roofing materials in Europe.

Joe Burgess was Highly Commended
pictured with Gary Walpole, NFRC (right), Joe is apprentice at Easter
Region Training Group and employed by Waveney District Council.

Redland 2018
Apprentice of the Year
ay Webster, 21, started in roofing as a
labourer mostly on domestic projects. “I saw
some pictures of a finished heritage roofing
project on social media that really inspired me”,
Jay says. “That was it for me, I decided I
wanted to learn as much as I could and get
qualified”, he said.

J

Jay applied to become a roofing apprentice with
Leeds-based Yorkshire Heritage Roofing and
signed up to train for an NVQ level 2
qualification in Roof Slating and Tiling at Leeds
College of Building (LCB). His talents were soon
recognised by LCB roofing tutor, Dave Mallory,
“It’s his dedication and hard work that really
impressed me. He has brought everything
together in the two days of this event.” Jay was
one of three LCB students to enter the
competition and Dave sees this as having a
positive effect. “It encourages them all to be
here together. We strive to be a centre of
excellence at LCB and we push our students,
but they do all the hard work”, Dave said.
Jay Webster’s employer, Ian McArthur, 28, also
qualified at LCB before immediately starting his
own successful business in 2011. He said “The
Redland competition has really boosted Jay’s
confidence. He has always shown a great
attitude and potential and I thought he’d done
really well to become one of the nine finalists,
which on its own is a massive confidence
boost. Winning is a big achievement and for
Yorkshire Heritage Roofing it’s another selling
point that we’ll be able to use to promote the
company.”
Next, Jay intends to apply to study for a Level 3
NVQ in Heritage Roofing. “Winning the
Redland 2018 Apprentice of the Year I’ve
realised what a roofing career can offer and I
want to take it further,” he says. |||

The finalists of the Redland 2018 Apprentice of the Year pitched roofing competition spotting the defects on a specially prepared rig.
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Icopal 2018
Apprentice of the Year
or Kieron Forster at 19 years-old and as a first-year
apprentice, winning the Icopal 2018 flat roofing
Apprentice of the Year seemed like a long-shot: “I saw
the standard of the other entrants and to expect to win
would have just been arrogant because there were
second-year apprentices here and their quality was top
notch - every one of them deserved to be in the
competition,” said Keiron.

F

Completing each activity while being scrutinised by the
judges, Keiron’s motivated and engaged approach clearly
shone out. According to Alan Bessford, tutor at
Newcastle College, where Kieron is studying for a Level 2
NVQ in Built Up Flat Roofing, this chimes with his mindset as a learner: “Keiron’s always got a good attitude,
he’s polite and very focused on what he wants to
achieve.”
Kieron is quick to acknowledge the backing he’s had:
“I’ve had loads of support from my employers, Hodgson
Sayers. The company has a five-year plan for apprentices
and it made me think that if they’re willing to invest for
five years and keep their apprentices on, they must be
good employers. I also saw that lots of the senior staff at
Hodgson Sayers had started as apprentices and then go
into management, and that motivates me.”
The company says it’s pleased to encourage its 21
apprentice roofers to take up the challenge of Apprentice
of the Year, because it provides several benefits for the
business. Keiron’s manager, Glyn Neasham explained:
“Last year we had one finalist in the competition, this
year we have four. It’s helping us to create a stream of
more confident and mature individuals coming into our
workforce. It also helps with retention, showing new
apprentices the support that they will have from us.
Keiron winning proves that we are recruiting from the
right level.”
Keiron says he’s looking forward to building on his win
as he enters apprenticeship’s second year. As for the prize
money, he wants to buy some roofing tools he says, but
admits that he might have a night out with friends first. |||

Andy Dennis, Managing Director at BMI UK
commented “Hopefully we’re showing
through the awards that roofing is not just a
trade, but a career worth aspiring to. We
have had a lot of support from the industry
as a whole, which needs a trained and
professional workforce.”
Over a tough two days of tasks and
assessments, apprentices were judged not
only on their technical skills and knowledge
of roofing, but also on the vital, wider skills
that the next generation of roofing
contractors need to succeed: business
aptitude, health and safety awareness and
individual presentation skills.
“This year’s contestants showed impressive
motivation and we saw them all grow in
confidence,” said judge and former NFRC
President, Andy King. “The competition is
an invaluable experience for these young
roofers, helping them to gain a broader
perspective, focus on their development and
ambitions for their future careers.”
In recognition of the closely-fought contests,
the judges decided to present a highly
commended award to flat roofing finalist,
Joe Burgess who is apprentice at Waveney

District Council and trains at the Eastern
Region Roof Training Group - and in the
pitched roofing group, Tom Thompson,
who works for AL King Roofing and
studies at South West Training Group. |||

Finalists restrict their breathing to imagine how it feels to
have damaged lungs during a H&S presentation by NFRC’s
Gary Walpole.

(L-R) Dave Mallory, Tutor at LCB, Jay Webster, Winner of
the Redland 2018 Apprentice of the Year and Ian McArthur,
Managing Director of Yorkshire Heritage Roofing.

All participants gather together at the Apprentice of the Year Gala Dinner held at Cricklade House Hotel.
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Mastic asphalt was first laid in 1906
on the Stone Gallery that circles the
dome of St Paul’s Cathedral.

Works were phased to ensure there was no disruption to public access.

MAC Project of the Year: St Paul’s
Cathedral

a totally seamless installation. Stripping enabled the client to view the
condition of the Portland Stone paving beneath the asphalt. During the
process a disused stairwell was revealed, which remains as a feature,
having been made safe by the contractors. This 'secret staircase' offers a
sight of some of the flying buttresses Sir Christopher Wren had designed to
be kept hidden and views into the roof space above the quire in which
World War II bomb damage and repairs are still visible.

t Paul’s Cathedral, with its world famous
dome, is an iconic feature of the London
skyline. The largest Cathedral in England,
it is the masterpiece of Britain's most famous
architect Sir Christopher Wren.

The Stone Gallery includes a central gutter covered by iron grills that were
removed, cleaned and refitted on the new asphalt. To ensure the correct
width of asphalt was applied, a gutter template was fabricated and used
as a guide by the mastic asphalters, requiring skilled, precision work.
Other detail work involved adjustments to rainwater outlets to improve
drainage, and vertical upstand into a chase, including a double angle fillet
around the Galley’s circumference, totalling 286 linear metres.

S

It was recently selected as the venue of a
prestigious lunch hosted by the Mastic Asphalt
Council (MAC) for architects, specifiers and
contractors, as a superb example of the durability
of mastic asphalt roofing. Mastic asphalt was first
laid in 1906 on the Stone Gallery that circles the
Cathedral dome and it provided a remarkable 111
years’ weatherproof protection before it required
refurbishment last year.
MAC member, Sussex Asphalte secured the
contract to replace the asphalt around the
Cathedral dome and the project was deemed so
successful that it won Project of the Year at the
MAC Awards 2018. Earlier in the year, Sussex
Asphalte and IKO PLC celebrated another award
for the application at St Paul’s Cathedral as it
was selected as the Best Mastic Asphalt Project
at the National Federation of Roofing
Contractors’ annual UK Roofing Awards.

Exposure and deterioration
The mastic asphalt refurbishment was carried out
on the first of two galleries above the Whispering
Gallery that encircle the outside of the dome of
10 | ROOFING
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“MAC member, Sussex
Asphalte secured the
contract to replace the
asphalt around the
Cathedral dome and the
project was deemed so
successful that it won
Project of the Year at the
MAC Awards 2018.”

the Cathedral. At 53 metres high, the Gallery’s
exposure to the elements and surface
deterioration had caused water ingress,
subsequently damaging artwork inside the
dome. A £200,000 grant was awarded to the
Cathedral by the government-sponsored First
World War Cathedral Repairs Fund, to protect
huge murals by Sir James Thornhill, which
depict the life of St Paul.
With the application totalling a surface area of
416m2, successful project management, and
skilled mastic asphalt installation in accordance
with BS 8218:1998, were key to conserving one
of the most important architectural structures in

the UK. Works were phased to ensure there was
no disruption to public access to the Stone
Gallery sections. This was critical, as thousands
of visitors from all around the world visit the
Cathedral every week and the Stone Gallery forms
a key part of the Cathedral’s visitor experience
with impressive views across London.
The height and highly-sensitive fabric of the
building meant that all materials and waste were
transported on and off site via three hoists,
requiring careful operation and management.
Sussex Asphalte’s skilled craftsmen replaced the
asphalt, which had been originally laid in 1906,
with IKO Permaphalt, a specially formulated,
polymer-modified mastic asphalt providing
exceptionally long-term durability, increased
fatigue resistance, enhanced temperature
stability, ease of installation and carbon neutral
properties.

Through excellent project management, the works were completed ahead
of schedule. Given the conservation and architectural significance of St
Paul’s, Sussex Asphalte worked with the Clerk of Works at St Paul’s
Cathedral to use this project to promote the use of mastic asphalt. They
arranged a behind-the-scenes tour of St Paul's Cathedral and a viewing of
the mastic asphalt works on the Stone Gallery for a group of architects and
surveyors.
Sussex Asphalte arranged a visit for a group of architects and surveyors.

Julian Coulter, Director of Sussex Asphalte said: “This project involved
replacing mastic asphalt that was laid over 100 years ago, demonstrating the
robustness and longevity of the material, despite its exposed location and
having had millions of tourists walk on the Stone Gallery in the intervening
years. Mastic asphalt provided the ideal seamless and hard-wearing material.
“Notwithstanding the tremendous success of the project, it was extremely
challenging due to the importance and heritage status of the site. Our
operatives had to ensure that works did not disturb services taking place in
the Cathedral and that the building remained operational during the
application.

Applied in a three-coat application at 35mm, the
first coat of IKO Permaphalt was applied at 10mm
to level out old stone. The second coat was also
applied at 10mm and a third coat was applied at
15mm with associated details and solar reflective
paint to exposed upstands.
The asphalt was stripped and re-laid in sections
to ensure water tightness, as the asphalt provides

A hoist was used to help move materials to the 53m high work platform.

The Stone Gallery includes a central gutter
covered by iron grills that were removed,
cleaned and refitted on the new asphalt.

Julian added: “The opportunity to contribute to its renovation using mastic
asphalt on the iconic Stone Gallery was a unique project not only for Sussex
Asphalte, but also the mastic asphalt industry as a whole. It is one of the
most important projects in the company’s 70-year history.” |||
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Lead

A Breath of Fresh Air
Ventilation is the key to long life when it comes to lead sheet roof design and specification, as
Darren Tutt, Head of Technical Services at Calder Lead explains.
When people think of lead they generally consider it to
be the ultimate roof covering. The many historic
examples around play testament to its great longevity,
with some installations being in excess of 300 years old.
To maintain that longevity in today’s world we advise
that efficient ventilation of the supporting substrate is
provided. If there is enough ventilation to dispel the
moisture, we can be certain that the lead will not
corrode. Indeed, getting this right will enable the natural
patination process to occur which only serves to provide
further protection and lengthen the lifespan of the roof.
Two types of substrate construction are recommended –
the cold ventilated roof or the warm ventilated roof.
Both have a minimum air gap of 50mm which is serviced
by continuous 25mm ventilation details at opposing ends
of the roof. In essence, the rule of thumb is to create no
stagnant air pockets at all. Both of these designs ensure
compliance with BS 5250:2011+A1:2016. ||ime and again, from my position as Head of Technical
Services at Calder Lead, I get asked ‘why can’t we
have a warm roof construction when using rolled lead
sheet – nearly every other metal roof covering allows it?’

T

The answer is quite simple – Calder Lead doesn’t want the
roof covering to fail – ever!!
All metal roofs are susceptible to corrosion in one form or
another and it is only the individual manufacturer’s insistence
on specific elements within the roof build-up that provide the
protection they need. Of particular importance is the vapour
control layer, which prevents harmful moisture that can
gather through condensation settling on the back of the
chosen roofing metal. This condensation can provide the
necessary ingredients for the formation of corrosion and
subsequent failure of the roof covering. The reliance placed on
this layer cannot be underestimated – it is vital that it is
fitted correctly and allows nothing through it.
In my opinion, it is all well and good specifying or drawing
this VCL layer, but ultimately it comes down to how well it
has been fitted. Throughout my career I have seen many
correctly designed metal roofs fail due to the lack of care and
attention placed on the actual fitting of this barrier. Once the
roof has been constructed there is no way to tell if it has been
built correctly or if there are any small defects. It is only when
the roof begins to
fail, which can be
years later, that
problems can be
identified, and by
then it is far too late
and wholesale and
costly replacement is
the only cure.
12 | ROOFING
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Lead - continued
Many cases that I have been involved with when dealing with historic
buildings simply make it impossible to apply modern techniques to
existing structures. When this happens, the choices can be limiting, but
there are choices all the same.
One choice is to specify the thickest lead possible. That way, even if
corrosion does occur, it will take many years to corrode all of the way
through the lead sheet. In fact, the lead will probably still outlast any
other roofing material even if it is under attack.
Another option is to consider applying a chalk slurry or patination cream
to the underside of the lead prior to fitting. Research has shown that this
can be very effective at resisting the onset of corrosion caused by
condensation. Chalk is calcium carbonate and when mixed with water
provides a source of carbonate ions which combines with the lead to
form a protective layer of lead carbonate.

-|| Of course, roof construction is not an exact science and the variables to
be overcome, particularly with older buildings, do not make for a
straightforward ventilated roof design. In such circumstances, the use of
ventilators should be considered to either ventilate entrapped voids in the
roof or provide an alternative method of ventilation to the 25mm continuous
gap at the eaves or ridge. It is essential that designers and installers take
advice from the manufacturer with regards to the design, size, placement
and, in particular quantity, of ventilators used, as this is frequently
underestimated, leading to inadequate ventilation and potential roof failure.

What must always be noted is that a lead roof that has stood the test of
time and remained in perfect condition for, sometimes, hundreds of years,
can suddenly succumb to the ravages of underside corrosion. This is
usually brought about by a change in circumstances to the building
below, perhaps by the upgrading of the heating system or the addition of
insulation. In such cases, the type of roof covering should always be
taken into account. |||
Contact us at the Calder Lead Technical Department for further information and
guidance, where we are committed to providing the very best in technical advice
when using Calder rolled lead sheet.
Technical Helpline: 01244 393 710 Email: technical@calderlead.co.uk
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Training

Prepare to Learn
or Prepare to Be Left Behind
Be prepared to learn or prepare to be left behind… it’s a message businesses would do well to
heed. The construction industry constantly innovates, with ongoing development of products,
practices and materials, and employers and their workers need to keep pace or risk being
overtaken by competitors. Philip Fergusson, Managing Director of NCTS, looks at the benefits
education and training can bring to the roofing sector.
ith the government hoping to meet the
target of 300,000 homes a year, the UK
construction industry must not only
address the fact it will need an estimated 400,000
new workers a year to meet this housing quota, but
it will also need to ensure these skilled workers
understand the ever-evolving construction materials
marketplace, and are equipped with the most up-todate industry knowledge, requirements and
practices.

W

The roofing sector is no exception when it comes to
the evolution of materials and the need to increase
skill levels. The pace of development in roofing
materials and installation methods has particularly
accelerated in recent decades. Now roofs do more
than protecting a building and its occupants from
the elements. Today’s roofing systems have become
an essential design element and offer a wealth of
additional options, whether its energy generation,
green, brown or blue roofs, plant support sites, or a
maintenance platform, to name but a few.
Whichever roofing system is specified, it needs to
look good both at the time of installation and for
years to come, and while the chosen material plays
a huge part in longevity of a roof, so do the skills of
the roofer to ensure it is installed to the highest
standards.

Skilling-up
No matter how efficient and effective the roofing
system is, unless a skilled roofer installs it the risks
of roof failure are high – with damage to buildings,
contents, disruption to occupants and all the
ensuing financial implications.
Quality training is therefore key, which is why
NCTS is working with the CITB and its funded
programme to upskill and qualify the roofing
workforce. The ‘On Site Assessment Training’
(OSAT) programme involves assessors going out to
site to observe and assess roofers’ skills as they
work with the end goal of a Level 2 NVQ
qualification. The OSAT program focuses on the
following roofing disciplines: lead and hard metal;
roof sheeting, cladding, and rainscreen; roof slate
and tiling; liquid waterproofing, and built-up felt.
Assessments will consider candidates’ on-site
performance, looking for particular skills and
16 | ROOFING
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compliance with regulatory laws, such as
health and safety. Operatives and employers
will be provided with a detailed report on
their performance, outlining areas of
improvement where necessary. Candidates
enrolling on an NVQ can apply for a red
Experienced Worker card that allows entry
and the right to work at CSCS cardholder-only
sites. Once the Level 2 NVQ qualification has
been achieved, roofers can apply for a blue
Skilled Worker card.
The OSAT programme is part of a
commitment to train roofers of all ages and
skill levels to gain additional skills and a
nationally-recognised qualification to help
them maximise their career potential.
Possession of a CSCS card, for example, is
particularly important following the
withdrawal of the Construction Related
Occupation (CRO) card, which has led to
some operatives being denied access to sites.

Apprenticeships
In addition to working with the CITB, NCTS is
joining with trade federations and manufacturers
to encourage more young people to take up
roofing apprenticeships. The company is looking
at ways of attracting more funding to allow this
to happen at a national level. Overcoming the
roofing skills shortfall requires a collaborative
effort from employers and training organisations
to inform potential recruits that the education
and support is in place to help them build a
career that is fulfilling, well-paid and offers
many exciting opportunities.
A first step is to talk to NCTS about the quality
training and qualifications they offer to ensure
roofers have all the skills they need to succeed
in a range of roofing disciplines. |||
For more information on training, qualifications, the
oSAT programme and assessor opportunities, visit
www.ncts.org.uk.

Pitched Roofing

Clay Tile Innovation

On a convex or concave curved roof, the tiler can
maintain the roof curve by adjusting the width of
tiles. In practice, this means laying full tiles
until the bond reaches the outer limit of the
middle third and then cutting a tile or a tile-andhalf tile to bring the bond back towards the
centre.

Clay is one of the most familiar roofing materials to be seen in the UK, gracing many heritage
buildings and demonstrating its durable and long-lasting credentials. But even though clay has
a long-standing history of use, manufacturers are continually innovating tile designs and

The possibilities for the designer are endless; for
example, eyebrow-shape roofs over dormer
windows, swept and laced valleys where the
tiling can turn, or sweep around the valley from
one roof face to the other, conical turrets, domes
and many other convex and concave roof shapes.

accessories. Here, John Mercer, Roofing Consultant, discusses how Imerys has developed its
range of clay tiles and expanded the installation options now possible.

The skill and experience of the roofer
The rules of plain tiling may be simple, but the
successful execution of the work very much
relies on the skill and experience of the roofer,
who will continually check as work progresses to
ensure that the rules are maintained. Even
where the minimum side lap cannot be
maintained, the roofer can overcome this by
inserting metal soakers between the tile courses.
These are not seen on the finished roof, but they
ensure the roof remains weathertight.

Clay is one of the most familiar roofing
materials to be seen in the UK.

lay is one of the most versatile building
materials in the world and clay plain
tiles are the most popular choice for our
roofs. Because of its lifespan, the environmental
impact of a clay roof is less than many other
materials. There are numerous examples of claytiled pitched roofs that have lasted over a
hundred years and the fact that clay keeps its
colour means the roof continues to look
attractive for its entire life.

C

Plain tiles have been a part of the UK’s heritage
and roofscape for hundreds of years. The size of
clay tiles were standardised by King Edward IV
in 1477, when an Act of Parliament set plain tile
dimensions at 10 ½“ long by 6 ½” wide, a size
still standing today. Apart from subtle
variations, such as single and double camber,
the plain tile has remained unchanged for
hundreds of years.
18 | ROOFING
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This long history means it is safe to assume that
the roofing industry knows pretty much all there is
to know about installing double lapped plain tiles.
Experience tells us what the minimum roof pitch
should be and how to achieve the many intricate
and interesting roof designs that so suit plain tiles.
Although the British Standard for Slating and
Tiling: BS 5534, recommends a minimum roof
pitch of 35 degrees for double lapped plain tiles
which comply with the geometric characteristics
of EN 1024, the Imerys Phalempin Plain tile range
is one of the few on the UK market that can be
used on roof pitches as low as 30 degrees. The
method of manufacture enables unique anticapillary channels to be incorporated onto the
Phalempin tiles’ upper surface, ensuring enhanced
water proofing performance. Wind-driven rain
testing carried out independently by the Building
Research Establishment has enabled certification
of the tiles for use at 30 degrees.

Because of their small size and double lapped
installation, there are simply no other roof tiles
or slates that are as versatile as plain tiles. The
rules of plain tiling are actually very straight
forward. The roofer needs to keep to the
minimum headlap, which is normally 65mm, and
the minimum side lap, which is 55mm.

There is an impressive range of fittings and
accessories available with Phalempin plain tiles,
including, of course, the usual tile-and-half tiles
for use at verges and side abutments, as well for
cuts at hips and valleys. Short course tiles are
available for the eaves, top courses at ridge and
top abutment and there is a choice of half round
or hogsback-profile ridge and hip tiles, together
with matching clay ridge end caps. Half round
and hogsback ridge tiles, hip tiles and associated
fittings can be installed using dry fix systems or
mortar bedded. Of course, if mortar bedding, BS
5534 requires that each ridge and hip tile be also
mechanically fixed by clipping and/or screwing
to the ridge or hip timber.
Traditional bonnet hip tiles are available for hips
and an arris hip tile is also available to suit 35
degree pitched roofs. Alternatively, for designers
and roofers wishing to create an ‘arris’

The Imerys Phalempin plain tile in a mellow weathered colour.

appearance for other roof pitches, tile-and-half
tiles can be cut in each tile course to mitre the
hip corner and weathered using lead or lead
replacement material soakers.
Universal valley tiles are available for roof pitches
from 35 to 50 degrees. Open lead or glass fibre
(GRP) valleys can also be installed, though for
those wishing to create a very traditional plain
tile appearance, Phalempin plain tiles are perfect
for swept or laced valley details.
Phalempin clay plain tiles are also ideal for
vertical tiling and come with the necessary
fittings to create the perfect vertical wall finish.
Left and right-handed 90-degree vertical angle
tiles are available for use in alternate courses at
external tiling corners. For other angles, for
example, 135-degree or internal corners, tile-and-

half tiles can be cut to create a mitred finish,
with lead or lead-replacement soakers fitted in
each course to weather the junction. Ornamental
Club tiles are also available for use in vertical
tiling to create distinctive tiling bands and
patterns.
Imerys also offers a larger plain tile: the 20 x 30
Huguenot plain tile. This is ideal for those
wishing to save on installation costs over
traditional-size plain tiles without compromising
on aesthetics and it comes with the full
complement of Imerys accessories and in seven
colour ranges.
Clay plain tiles offer a finished roof that cannot be
equalled in appearance, durability and technical
performance. |||

In practice, this means that the tiles will remain
weathertight so long as the side joint is
anywhere within the middle third of the tile
below. The tiles can be cut to adjust the cover
width, using tile-and-half width tiles where
necessary, something not possible with single
lap tiles.
This variability of cover width is ideally suited
for curved roofs because of the continually
differing cover width distances. Similarly, the
camber from top to tail means the tiles can be
laid to vertical curves without creating
unwanted gaps at the tails.

The Imerys Diament - an innovative clay tile with superior drainage
which also creates a shimmering 3D effect on a wet roof.

The Imerys 20 x 30 huguenot plain tile
in Gabarre colour.
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Metal Roofing

Refurbishing Metal Roofs
- to Seal or Not to Seal the Overlap?

s the market leader in gutter and metal roof
refurbishment systems, the most important
consideration for Sharmans is to provide
industry best practice on extending building life
cycle performance. It’s against this backdrop that
the company recently reviewed the issue of
whether to seal or not to seal the gap at the end lap
of roof sheets when providing cut edge corrosion or
full roof coating treatments.

A

End laps in metal roofing systems have been sealed
for many years, typically with a butyl strip seal
which historically was 9mm wide by 3mm thick
and increased in thickness to 6mm wide x 5mm
thick following testing carried out by the Metal
Cladding and Roofing Manufacturers Association
(MCRMA). This was published in their Technical
Paper TP16 in February 2004 and updated in April
2015 as Guidance Document GD 19. From a
guidance perspective the answer is very clear: the
end lap should be sealed.
Sharmans’ next step was to consult an independent
industry expert, Barry Jackson. Barry is widely
known and respected within the roofing industry in
which he has worked since 1968 and for the last 25
years has operated as a Consultant, offering
informed, independent, roofing and cladding advice
to Developers, Architects, Building Owners,
Surveyors, Property Managers and Main
Contractors. He also acts as an Expert Witness.

Barry commented: “Pre-painted roofing and
cladding products have significantly improved
over time because of advancements in steel
substrate protection and multi-layer coating
systems. However, if coating edge peel has
occurred on older projects, it looks unsightly,
causes concern to building occupiers and should
be treated before it causes further issues.
If the building is out of warranty and treatment
is to be carried out, the recommendation has
been that it is important that water is prevented
from being retained within the end lap by
capillary action, as it can cause deterioration of
the underside of the roof sheet where the coating
is less robust than on the external surface. The
system used to seal the gap must be able to
accommodate thermal movement and be applied
by trained operatives from an experienced
company who will issue an appropriate
warranty.”
Against this backdrop of best practice to seal the
gap, Sharmans then took a closer look at the four
main arguments often cited for not sealing the
gap
1. Any residual moisture already within the lap
cannot escape

This is true, but even if you didn’t seal the lap,
the moisture would still be held through
capillary action and cause further reverse side
Barry talked to Sharmans in detail about both
corrosion. Sharmans concluded that this is
sealants and fasteners and why it is important to
probably the most important reason to seal the
ensure the sealants are adequately compressed to
gap and prevent further corrosion. It is, however,
exclude water from the lap. He explained that end
heavily reliant on correct preparation to ensure
lap sealing is designed to prevent water from being
that the lap is thoroughly dry before sealing.
retained within the lap by capillary action and
therefore reduces the risk of reverse side corrosion, 2. Any internal condensation could gather on the
especially noting that rainwater can contain
underside of the sheet and run into the lap
pollutants which will accelerate this process.
where it would be held
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This is also true. However, the upper end lap
seal should have been installed close to the
upper end of the lap to exclude water from this
source.
3. If the lap is not leaking, why seal it?
Again, this is a logical argument but it’s shortsighted as it doesn’t address the long-term
greater risk of reverse side corrosion.
4. As less material is used, it is more costeffective to not seal the lap
While it is obviously true that not sealing the lap
will use less material and will also save on
labour giving an initial cost benefit, applying a
full coating system to seal the gap will remove
the need for ongoing repairs and provide
significant cost benefit across the life-cycle
performance of the building.
In summary, Sharmans’ conclusion is that it is
indeed industry best practice to seal the end
laps because:
- It brings the roof back to ‘as built’;
- It complies with British Standards and
industry guidance;
- It reduces the potential for reverse side
corrosion due to capillary action;
- The underside of the sheet is far more
susceptible to corrosion than the upper
surface;
- It ensures a full system refurbishment as
opposed to just an aesthetic finish. |||
For more information see
www.hdsharman.co.uk/gutter-and-rooftalk/refurbishing-metal-roofs-to-seal-or-not-to-seal-thegap/
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Roofing Technology

Bringing Roofing Technology
Across the Pond
oofing technology has been popular in the
United States for more than a decade.
Getting onto a roof to take the initial
measurements is almost unheard of nowadays.

R

By using roof measurements derived from highresolution aerial imagery, roofers have insight into
the exact dimensions and features of a roof without
a survey. A comprehensive roof measurement report
enables roofing contractors to deliver precise quotes
on every project.
In the autumn of 2017, EagleView introduced this
roofing technology to the United Kingdom and ever
since has changed the way many price their work. A
provider of aerial imagery and data analytics,
EagleView has been paving the way in automated
roof measurements since 2008.
Roof measurement reports give contractors detailed
roof measurements. They also include highresolution aerial imagery, captured from fixed-wing
aircraft, of the property in question. These images
display the home or business from the top down, as
well as from the north, south, east and west.
The reports include measurements for the roof
length, area, and pitch, as well as the lengths of
hips, ridges, valleys, verges, eaves, and more. The
three-dimensional roof diagrams and optional DXF
and XML files enable a clear view of the roof in its
entirety.
Ultimately, roofing professionals gain a complete
understanding of what the project entails without a
tape measure in hand and a trip onto the roof.
Roofing technology enables the roofing professional
to forgo the need to visit a property prior to offering
the homeowners a bid on the project.

“Since introducing our technology to the UK,
we’ve seen several similarities as well as
several differences between the two countries
and the way the industries
operate,” says Mark
Raines, EagleView
Director of UK National
Accounts. “For example, in
the UK, the laws regarding
scaffolding are much
stricter than those in the
US. We’re seeing many partnerships between
contractors and scaffolding companies due to
these regulations.”
In both countries, safety is a top priority when
it comes to climbing a roof. The less time
roofing professionals spend on a roof makes
for a safer working environment. In the UK,
roofs are structured very differently than those
in the US due to architectural differences and
the materials used to build the roof.
“Roofing technology offers
contractors the
opportunity to reduce the
numbers of visits onto a
roof as well as the amount
of time spent surveying
the roof,” says Kay Rose,
EagleView UK National
Sales Director. “Contractors and their
employees no longer need to put themselves
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in potentially dangerous situations. In turn, they
win more work due to increased productivity.”
Safety, however, is not the only obstacle. The time
it takes to drive to a property for measurements is
also a factor. In London, the traffic is much
heavier than it is in many areas of the US. The
process of placing a quote can entail sitting in
traffic for hours just to climb a roof and even
spend more time measuring for a quote you may
not even win.
“We see that kind of traffic in large US cities, like
Los Angeles or Miami, but it’s nothing compared
to London. This kind of technology not only
eliminates the time it takes to measure the roof of
each property, but also the time it takes to get
there,” Mark comments. “With multiple hours
back in your day, you can focus on driving more
business and placing more quotes.”
Ultimately, the goal of technology should be to
make each roofing project simpler—not add more
stress to the roofer’s day. That holds true no
matter where the contractor does business.
“Even though the US and UK are thousands of
miles apart and have different roofing traditions
and processes, the goal in both countries is
always the same: to be safe and win more
projects,” Kay states. “Roofing technology really
takes each bid to the next level and helps roofers
achieve their goals no matter what country they
may work in.” |||

Slate Roofing

World’s First Iron Church Roof Brought
Back from the Brink
St George’s Church in Everton,
Liverpool - one of only two remaining
cast-iron churches.

rafters and these formed the
underside of the ceiling. This
created a cavity between the two
layers of slate, effectively forming a
very early rainscreen system.

Two remaining examples
Described by English Heritage as
one of the earliest and most thorough
uses of industrial materials in a
major building, they are two of the
first and only remaining examples of
prefabricated and modular
architecture in the world, hence their
Grade I listing. The development of
this cast-iron architecture is believed
to have paved the way for multistorey framed buildings and
ultimately the skyscraper.

St George’s chancel roof
refurbishment completed at the end
of the project’s first phase of works.

Due to financial limitations FPL
proposed a two-phase strategy for
replacing St George’s roof, the first
phase focusing on the nave roof
which was in the worst condition,
and the second phase reinstating the
remainder - the chancel and four
porch roofs.
FPL designed a solution to the
inherent faults (primarily, the putty
degrading) and Phase One completed
in June 2015. The nave was re-roofed
with a complete treated timber
substructure, incorporating drainage
zones, insulation and a new inner
waterproof membrane with timber
members supporting the slate panels.

Specialist Chester-based subcontractors, RoofAbility carried out
Specialist in the restoration of
the highly unusual slating. A modern
historic buildings, Finlason
system of stainless steel fabricated
ork has now started on
developed a novel system to
Partnership Ltd (FPL) is the architect
clips and fixings into the new timber
prefabricate church buildings and
the second phase of a
for both cast-iron churches and is
support system was designed by FPL
patented the iron and slate
unique patent slate
completing a £1.25 million series of
to support the load of the slate and
roofing project which will safeguard construction details.
repair works. These tackle almost
resist movement.
a Grade 1-listed pioneering building
every aspect - roofs, towers, reThe roofing system for Phase Two
currently on the Heritage at Risk
pointing, window repairs, internal
RoofAbility used a variety of Welsh
comprises 75m2 of large ‘modular’”
register.
redecoration and heating systems.
Slate’s Penrhyn Heather Blue 20mm
20mm riven slabs of Welsh Slate
riven slates – 1,350mm x 950mm,
ranging in size from 750mm x
The project is the re-roofing of the
The unique patented, almost flat
700mm
and 650mm, and 950mm,
850mm
to
1,450mm
x
850mm,
1814 St George’s Church in Everton,
slate roof at St George’s had suffered
700mm and 650mm x 200mm as the
one of only two remaining cast-iron employing a single-lap and laid 0 from continual water ingress and
capping slates - over 300m2 of one
almost flat (at a very low pitch of 7 ).
churches, both in Liverpool (the
damage to the cast iron structure
half of the roof. The Welsh slates on
other being the 1815 St Michael’s in These were originally pinned onto
and decay had reached a dangerous
the other half were re-used and those
the Hamlet, Aigburth, otherwise
the deep cast iron rafters set onto a state. Investigation by FPL
which could not be re-used were
known as the ‘Pink Church’). Both
hessian and putty sealant, employing highlighted the need for modern
recycled.
buildings were designed and built by an overlapping protective capping
detailed design to respect the
Mersey Iron Foundry owner, John
historic fabric and the original
Roofer Stephen Turner said: “The
slate at all butt joints. A second
Cragg and the accountant turned
project was very challenging as we
‘sarking’ layer of slate was employed principles of the iron founder and
architect.
had not done this type of re-roof
resting on the lower lip of the iron
architect, Thomas Rickman. They

The south-west porch.

before. Handling the slates had to be a two-person
job due to their size and weight. Added to this
were the stainless steel brackets that each had to
be bent for the individual size and thickness of the
slates.
Stephen added: “The job was also difficult because
of access to the church and getting the new slate
to the roof level, with weather also a factor as we
were so high up in Liverpool. But the Welsh slates
performed excellently.”

FPL then helped the church to successfully
secure a further £230,000 of funding to
undertake Phase Two, the contract for which
has been awarded to Manchester-based
Mather and Ellis stonemasons. This phase will
see the replacement of the remaining roofs,
including the south-west porch (pictured right)
employing similar construction methods as
devised for Phase One.

FPL maintains that while St George’s is widely
acclaimed as the world’s first ‘iron’ church it
would be more fitting to be known as the ‘Iron
and Slate’ church as it is not only an influential
and important piece of architecture due to its
use of cast iron, but also its widespread use of
slate is integral to the building’s composite
construction.
“The work at St George’s Church is considered
an exemplary project which has expanded the
industry’s knowledge on historic roofing
techniques and as a template for the training of
slate roof professionals,” said FPL director Alex
Finlason. |||
Videos on the reroofing of St George’s nave are
available to view at www.stoneroof.org.uk/historic
/Historic_Roofs/Everton.html.

W

The slate roof at St George’s had
suffered from continual water ingress
and damage to the cast iron structure
had reached a dangerous state.
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Investigations showed a
second ‘sarking’ layer of slate
was employed resting on the
lower lip of the iron rafters

60

The chancel roof detail.
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Work at Height
33

31

How to Tackle Planning for Work at Height
alls from height are
one of the most
common causes of
death and injury across the
construction industry
generally, including in the
roofing sector. Common cases
are fall through fragile roof
surfaces and roof lights, as
well as falls from ladders. The
12 months of 2016-2017 alone
saw 25 deaths, and serious
and life-changing injuries
often due to poor planning
and practice while
working at height.

incidents from happening in the first place.
The work environment should be assessed
to identify any spaces that are conducive
to falls being avoided, for example a roof
area that already has a guard rail fitted to
prevent falls.

F

Most professional roofing
contractors have an excellent
understanding of the risks
involved when working at
height. Work at Height
Regulations (2005) and
Construction Design
Management Regulations
(2015) stipulate
construction workers’ roles and responsibilities
and apply to employers, employees and anyone
who contracts others to work at height. The fact
that the use of Mobile Elevated Working
Platform’s (MEWPs) and perimeter scaffolding
have become increasingly popular indicates that
these responsibilities and risks are increasingly
taken seriously.
However, while contractors commonly
understand the industry standards surrounding
work at height and mitigate external fall
dangers, risks associated with height while
working on internal jobs are sometimes less
considered, an issue the HSE is more frequently
focusing on. Internal fall protection measures are
just as crucial to ensuring a safe working
environment. Some contractors are still unaware
of the precautionary measures that need to be
taken on internal work, which can include roof
refurbishments, installing joists and roof trusses,
and rooflights.
Those in control of any work at height activity
have a duty to make sure work is properly
planned, supervised and undertaken by qualified
and competent workers. Assessing the risks at
the earliest stage of a project is a pivotal phase
in any construction process and clients,
designers and contractors, especially employers,
must be thorough in evaluating all possible
dangers. When devising a health and safety
plan, the principal contactor should include the
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3. Preventing falls through collective
equipment
Collective fall protection equipment can
eliminate the need for harness and cable
systems, such as MEWPs, scissor lifts,
tower scaffolds and scaffolds.
4. Preventing falls through PPE
Restricting the movement of a worker
may mean they are more likely to
work on a project safely. Personal
protective equipment, (PPE),
involves the use of kit such as
restrictive lines to prevent a
fall.
5. Minimising distance
using collective
equipment
safety measures required when there is work at
height. A method statement should also be
prepared when sub-contractors are involved to
document workforce agreements and stipulate
how work should be approached. HSE states that
employees also have a legal duty to take
reasonable care of themselves and any other
co-workers who could possibly be affected by
their actions while working at height. Workers
should fully co-operate with their employer to
carry out health and safety requirements.

Hierarchy of Control Measures
Helping to regulate work at height is the
‘hierarchy of control measures’. Set out in the
Work at Height Regulations, and presented as an
eight-tier pyramid, this concept specifies an
ascending set of stages that must be considered
when planning for and working at height.
1. Avoid work at height
Work at height should be avoided wherever
possible. The use of extension tools at ground
level should be considered before ladders,
scaffolding, towers or MEWPs. This prevents any
possible risks to workers of fragile surfaces, such
as fragile roof panels or rooflights.

Some environments may not be conducive to safe
work at height. In this case, the hierarchy focuses
on reducing the chance of injury, rather than
preventing the fall itself, for example, by using
safety netting immediately under the work area,
or safety fall bags.
6. Minimising distance through PPE
PPE ensures fall distances are minimised. Workers
are encouraged to use travel restriction cables
and fall arrest harnesses when working at heights
over four meters.
7. Minimising consequences through collective
equipment
If the risk of a person falling remains, measures to
minimise the distance and consequences of a fall
should be taken. These include safety nets and
soft landing systems such as air bags, installed
as closely beneath the work area as possible.
8. Minimising consequences through instruction
and training

2. Preventing falls through utilising an existing
work area

The broadest level of the hierarchy emphasises
the need to ensure all workers are aware and
understand the risks of carrying out work at
height before starting work. Workers must be
properly trained in using appropriate equipment
and ensure it is well-maintained. |||

Work at height may sometimes be unavoidable.
In these circumstances the ideal is to prevent

For more detailed information and advice see
www.hse.gov.uk/work-at-height.
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Fixings & Fasteners

Fastener Innovation Drives Better Quality
Building Envelopes
he advancement of fastening technology
over the past 50 years has been one of the
driving forces in enabling architects,
contractors and clients to create high quality,
sustainable buildings, whether they are new build
or refurb projects. Nowhere is this more evident
than in building envelope design and installation,
where original equipment manufacturers (OEMs)
continue to push the boundaries in aesthetics,
speed of construction and sustainability.

T

life of the building envelope and allowed for
extended warranties. For example, the
development decades ago of A2 and A4
stainless steel fasteners provided a step up
in corrosion resistance, in comparison to
coated carbon steel screws, which now
provides routine assurance that the building
envelope will retain its integrity for up to 40
years (depending on the system, location
and application).

The development of new roofing and cladding
systems has always demanded reliable fastening
solutions, whether that be completely new fixings
or variations of existing products. After all, why
spend many thousands of pounds on developing a
new panel system if the fastening method
compromises its visual appeal or lifespan?

But innovation is about so much more than
metallurgy. Fasteners have an impact on the
aesthetics of the building, so it has always
been important for solutions to be developed
that are either concealed, to enabled secretfix panels, or colour-matched for a lasting,
durable finish.

Unlocking the potential for colour
The plethora of colours, textures and shapes
available today for facades demands a range of
innovative fixings to achieve aesthetic ambitions
over the design-life of the building. The ability to
colour match fastener heads to roofing and cladding
panels is, therefore, vital.
The most durable colour finish is achieved by
powder coating, which SFS offers on a wide range
of its fasteners through its powder coating facility in
Leeds. Suitable to achieve any RAL colour as well
as bespoke finishes, powder coating is an advanced
alternative to using moulded nylon heads which
provides complete colour consistency. By having its
powder coating facilities in the UK, SFS offers
customers short lead times to help them meet
project build schedules.
This is why SFS, as a manufacturer of fastening
technology, is continually looking at ways to
drive better products that maximise quality,
long-term performance and ease of installation.
It’s an approach which stems from a strong
engineering and manufacturing heritage,
balanced with a deep understanding of what
architects and OEMs need to realise the
potential of different roofing and cladding
approaches.
From progress in material technology to new
application methods, the evolution of fasteners
has enabled significant progress in the design
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“Why spend many
thousands of pounds
on developing a new
panel system if the
fastening method
compromises its visual
appeal or lifespan? .”

It is a production facility that gives SFS the
flexibility to respond to market change and give
customers what they want, when they need it. A
great example is the AP rivet, which is a superior
quality fastener for rainscreen cladding with a
powder coated head.
Whilst specifiers and installers rate the product very
highly, until this year the lead times were
sometimes prohibitive which meant customers were
forced to choose a substitute rivet in order to meet
build schedules. This is no longer the case thanks
to recent investment in SFS’s UK powder coating
facilities. ||-
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Fixings and Fasteners continued
Receiving key specification materials from
manufacturers is indispensable as they usually
contain important technical information that
could be overlooked if a specifier completes the
specification in isolation.

A new era in training provision
To offer a new dimension to its technical
support, SFS has now opened a unique new
facility at its UK headquarters in Leeds.
The SFS Academy brings together the complete
family of SFS fastening solutions, including its
fastener range for roofing and cladding, Nvelope
rainscreen support systems and Soter Safety
Systems, in the context of a state-of-the-art
training and educational facility. Developed with
accessibility and interactivity in mind, the SFS
Academy is equipped with a wide variety of
sample products for visitors to explore,
supported by the technical story that lies behind
them.

-||

Secret-fix collaboration

Collaboration is often key when determining the
best attachment approach for a new roofing or
cladding panel. A close working relationship from
the earliest stages of the new product development
process between the fastener manufacturer and
original equipment manufacturer (OEM) will yield
the most effective results, but sometimes it is about
looking at new ways of utilising existing fasteners.
SFS’s recent collaboration with Cembrit is an
example of this. The TUF-S range of rivets has
proven itself as an effective mechanical fixing
solution for Cembrit fibre cement rainscreen panels.
It challenges the convention that installers need to
use different fasteners for different panel materials
and thicknesses. And until now, no other rivet of
this kind has provided a reliable secret fix for panels
manufactured in both high pressure laminate (HPL)
and fibre cement.
The performance of TUF-S for 8mm Cembrit panels
was proven by SFS through a series of load tests
conducted in its laboratory in Switzerland. This
allowed for a set of technical values to be calculated
to enable façade engineers to easily determine the
number of fasteners and clips required to
accommodate different locations, wind loadings, etc.
TUF-S delivers multiple benefits for specifiers and
installers. It is designed to eliminate the risk of
overtightening, which can ruin the aesthetics of a
façade and result in very costly damage. The rivet’s
design also allows installers to save time and
money, and deliver a safer, better quality overall
result.
Knowledge is power when gaining the maximum
potential from new innovations, so it is important
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for everyone in the supply chain to understand
the benefits that specific fasteners bring to the
building envelope.
This is why SFS offers training and technical
support, with specification and technical
teams who understand the variables of each
specific project working with design teams to
select the right product at the design stage.
Transferring this advice into project documents
via the specification is essential to provide a
robust design solution that can be tendered
accurately and procured in line with the
contractor’s programme.

At the heart of the SFS Academy will be a
comprehensive training programme, which will
be developed to provide structured learning for
everyone in the construction supply chain. But
the facility is not restricted to SFS. It is also open
for the industry to use, with the conference and
seminar rooms available for joint strategic
initiatives offering seminar sessions across
product or system themes and industry trends
and developments. |||

Find out more:
www.sfsintec.co.uk
E. uk.info@sfsintec.biz
T. 0113 208 5500

Health & Safety

9

Handling the Heat
For roofers, the weather can have a significant impact on business operations and an individual’s
health. Stuart Base, Marketing Director at SIG Roofing, outlines the challenges that summer heat can
present for the roofing sector and how they can be handled.
eports suggested that up to 30 days were
lost onsite in the first quarter of 2018 as a
result of severe weather. More recently,
the roofing sector is making the most of the
ongoing warmer weather and longer days to
maximize working hours and get through as
many jobs as possible. The Met Office predicts
this year will continue to see a warmer than
average summer, so long outdoor working hours
look set to continue, and with them comes
exposure to the sun.

R

Exposure to the sun carries a number of risks,
and these should be assessed and handled just
like any other risk to roofers. HSE advises that
employers should be monitoring temperatures and
preferably recording them as part of the
company’s risk management programme. Making
special arrangements for those that have a preexisting health condition which makes them
particularly vulnerable to hot conditions should
be considered and working practices might need
to be reviewed and changed, to control the risks.

Protecting yourself in hot weather
There are a number of ways roofers can protect
themselves and employees in hot weather on site:
1. Plan ahead – keep informed of the weather
forecast to prepare ahead for heat. If sun exposure
is likely to be a factor at certain times more than
others, consider rescheduling work to cooler
periods of the day if possible.
2. Protect your skin – according to The Institution
of Occupational Safety and Health, 58% of
occupational cancer deaths are attributed to sun
exposure, with skin cancer accounting for 7% of
diagnosed work-related diseases among
construction workers in the UK. Application of
water-resistant, high SPF sunscreen at regular
intervals is fundamental to shield skin from
harmful UV rays, which can lead to skin damage
(a tan is a sign that skin has been damaged by
the sun). Particular care is needed by those who
have fair skin, red hair or moles.
3. Wear protective clothing – roofers may give in
to the temptation to remove protective clothing
and equipment as a means of cooling down,
which could be dangerous and it should be kept
on during completion of work. Lightweight cotton
work wear and hard hats with neck flaps are
ideal. However, removal of PPE whilst resting to
allow heat loss from the body is encouraged.
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4. Carry out risk assessments – these should be
completed and managed on a daily basis to
evaluate any dangers that roofers could be
exposed to onsite, both generally and in the heat.
5. Be observant – keep an eye out for symptoms
of heat stress, including losing concentration,
muscle cramps, heat rash, severe thirst, fainting,
fatigue, giddiness, nausea, headache, clammy
skin.
6. Keep hydrated – consuming cold drinks before,
during and after work is key to staying hydrated.
Keep fluids readily available onsite and drink as
frequently as possible. It’s encouraged to limit
caffeine intake before and during work as it has a
diuretic effect and increases water loss,
contributing to dehydration.
7. Stay energised – ensure light meal breaks are
taken to keep energy levels high, avoid dizziness
and replenish necessary electrolytes, which are
lost through sweat.

8. Rest – give your body time to take a break
and cool off in shaded areas.
9. Shield yourself – where possible, use
physical barriers and sun covers that reduce
exposure to radiant heat.
10. Talk - keep constant communication with
workers to ensure they are managing the
conditions and remind them to manage the
risks that come with working under the sun.
Regulations and guidance set out by the HSE
highlight that workers’ health, safety and
welfare is fundamental. The Construction
(Design and Management) Regulations 2015
(CDM 2015) puts the responsibility on both
employers as dutyholders and workers
themselves to manage risks and consider their
own health and safety. |||
See http://www.hse.gov.uk/temperature/thermal/
managers.htm
http://www.hse.gov.uk/temperature/outdoor.htm
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Solar Roofing

Why Solar PV Should Be Higher on
Housebuilders’ Agendas
Here, Paul Hutchens, Director of Midlands-based solar specialists, Eco2Solar, explores the most costeffective ways for housebuilders to innovate and drive long-term sustainability from their developments.

ousebuilders face a number of
challenges in getting a new
development off the ground: securing
the right land at the right price, obtaining
planning permission, making sure planning
requirements are met, and – crucially – putting
in place a strong supply chain to design and
complete the build.

H

Just about the only thing that isn’t presenting a
challenge at the moment is actually selling the
houses. With interest rates set to remain low this
year, cuts to stamp duties and growing demand
from first time buyers, the market looks buoyant
for the foreseeable future.

These targets vary significantly depending on
region; London, the South East, the Cotswolds
and Scotland are currently leading the way, with
as much as 20% of site-wide energy on all new
build developments required to come from
renewables.
But with the very real prospect of government
targets to build carbon-free homes within the
next few years, coupled with a growing societal
focus on more sustainable living and the volatile
global energy market, regional energy targets
will continue to increase, and it’s happening
already.

and heat pumps, solar tiles or even electric
vehicle charging points, which some
authorities are already specifying.
But the problem with many of these solutions
is that they are expensive to install and require
constant maintenance throughout their
lifetimes, which is an off-putting prospect to
both developers and buyers.
Housebuilders seek technologies which are the
most effective, represent the best value and
which are aesthetically the most appealing,
and the single most effective way to for them
to achieve these objectives - as well as
meeting energy targets - is solar PV.

In such a favourable market, the incentive to
pioneer renewable technologies in the new build
sector is low; the only thing driving this
incentive is the sustainability targets set by the
government and local authorities. So why should
these technologies be higher on housebuilders’
agendas?

In the future, we’re also likely to see a reduction
in our reliance on power stations, with
homeowners able to produce greater amounts of
clean, locally-sourced energy that’s better
matched to their unique usage needs.
Householders will even be able to sell surplus
energy to their neighbours in the same street,
village or town – so-called block chain solar.

Leading the way

The right solution

The benefits are well documented. The price of
solar PV dropped by over 80% in the last 8
years and that initial lower cost comes down
even further when multiple panels are installed
across the same plot. And while solar roof tiles
may be growing in popularity, they are
currently twice the price of solar PV but offer
only 90 per cent of the efficiency.

As well as needing to meet building regulations,
housebuilders are given sustainability targets by
their local planning authority, which specify how
much energy should come from renewables per
development site.

So what are the best energy-saving options for
housebuilders at the moment? At present, there
are numerous materials and technologies
developers can use to support energy targets;
more insulation, better windows, solar thermal

As well as being quick and unobtrusive to fit,
solar panels don’t require any maintenance
once they’ve been installed, and aesthetically,
there have been significant developments.
Gone are the days of the old blue panels
||-
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Solar Roofing continued
-|| jutting out eight inches above a roof; we

now embed all-black integrated systems that
sit directly in the roof and appear part of the
house.
Solar PV is also quite a flexible technology
which can be closely adapted to
housebuilders’ needs. There are multiple
options for colours, system types, flashings
and fittings that can be matched to fit a
particular house or development; this
flexibility also enables us to find the most
cost-efficient solution for each project.

by a local authority or consultant are inaccurate or
out of date or based on old-fashioned panels, the
contractor may not realise there’s a better or
cheaper solution. One developer we worked with
had given 60 plots with solar PV to a roofing
contractor, who installed a clumsy on-roof system
that cost more £60,000 more than a more attractive
in-roof alternative.
Thirdly, there’s the solar supply chain and the
numerous issues we see when the chain breaks
down. For example, on one site we assisted on,
where PV was installed by a roofing contractor, the

lifestyles. With the smart technologies we’re
seeing coming onto the market, homeowners
will become much more accustomed to
monitoring and manipulating their home
energy by switching things on and off remotely
through smartphones and devices.
Artificial Intelligence will mean a house knows
its owner has kilowatts of PV available from
their roof system; that they have nothing
switched on during the day, that they normally
get home around 6pm in the evening and
that’s when they begin using energy. It also
knows that the next door neighbour is at home
during the day, so she could buy the spare
available energy being generated.

Avoiding common pitfalls
Although the benefits are clear, we often see
housebuilders encounter the same pitfalls. For
instance, developers may choose to install
solar PV through mechanical and electrical
contractors, who will then subcontract out the
installation process to solar specialists. This
seems like the simplest solution because
developers can put everything through one
order with one contractor; but this can cause
countless problems.

roofer assumed the developer had completed the
application for connection with the National Grid,
while the developer assumed it had been done by
the electrician, resulting in the Grid refusing
connection at the handover stage.
Additionally, we have previously seen energy
consultants propose systems to be installed in
small arrays with very high ballast levels, meaning
higher costs and increased loads exceeding
structural capacity.
Using a technology-neutral solar PV specialist
means they can recommend the best systems for a
development and create CAD drawings for the
architect, with expertise in meeting energy targets
and liaising with the relevant authorities,
distribution network operators, and SAP Assessors
to remove any pitfalls along the way.

Firstly, there’s cost; contractors will often add
on a much higher margin to an existing
quoted solar installation, and if they are
aligned to a particular solar supplier or
technology, they will specify these materials
without necessarily taking into consideration
whether there’s a better, more cost-effective
solution available.

Looking to the future

Secondly, non-solar specialists may not be up
to date on the latest technologies and
innovations, so if the energy targets presented

When we look at the homes of the future, solar PV
will play an even more integral part in the
technologies we use to drive more sustainable
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Then there are the innovations in block-chain
technology currently happening in Germany,
which work by providing a shared ledger of all
available energy within a user’s home, and
instead of our current model of a user paying
for another user’s available energy via the
National Grid and utilities companies, it
enables direct billing and payment between
users.
When all of these systems are tied in with
technology like battery and EV charging and
home security sensors, we are inevitably
moving towards a much more automated home.
For housebuilders, we could begin to see these
innovations offered to buyers as part of longterm maintenance contracts where home
sensors can detect things like burst pipes, or
buyers could be offered ‘bolt-on’ home
automation packages that enable them to
control their energy security. Until then, solar
PV continues to offer housebuilders an
innovation that best meets their targets and
their budget. |||
Paul Hutchens is a board member of the Solar Trade
Association, the UK's leading solar industry voice,
and Chairman of the STA’s New Build Working Group
which aims to inform governments, councils, house
builders and consumers about sustainability in
housing.
For
more
information,
visit
www.eco2solar.co.uk.
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Solar Roofing

Solar Collection Systems Explained
In the past, incorporating solar power into a project required the fixing of obtrusive solar panels to a
roof. However, developments in the market have meant that there are now products available that
incorporate solar collection technology beneath attractive natural roofing slates. J discusses the
technology behind solar collectors and the benefits of using it on a new build or renovation.

olar panels are a desirable investment for
homeowners and new-build developers.
However, whilst thermal energy is an
environmentally-friendly solution, utilising it via
solar panels has always been a challenge
aesthetically, especially for older properties in
historic locations. Manufacturers have tried to
combat this by developing less obvious black
solar panels and units that sit flush to the roof
tiles; but this still isn’t enough to meet some
design aspirations – and for the roofer, solar
panels are still an additional component for
installation, lengthening the overall build time.

S

Natural slate is a popular roofing choice for both
retrofits and new builds, as it is viewed as the
most sustainable roofing material on the market,
with very little environmental impact. It is
extremely weather resistant due to its high
density, non-combustibility and need for little to
no maintenance - with a lifespan of up to 100 years.
In terms of aesthetics, a natural slate roof adds
character to both modern and heritage style
builds and can provide almost identical
replication of original roofing on older properties.
It also has the added benefit of being nonconducive to unsightly fungus or mould growth,
unlike some roofing materials.
Another advantage of natural slate is that it has
solar absorption and diffusion properties, allowing
it to store thermal power. Due to the dark colour
of natural slate, the sun increases the temperature
of the product to several degrees above air

temperature, creating a natural heat
source that isn’t utilised in the vast
majority of homes.

of natural slate, there is no risk of the system
overheating or raising the water temperature to
dangerous levels.

Solar collectors are a great way to take
advantage of this wasted energy and
can be installed beneath the roof slates
of a property. The slates absorb the
sun’s radiation, converting it into heat
energy and conducting that heat to a
heat transfer fluid which is then used
to warm a property’s water. By
installing solar collectors, heat that is
usually trapped within the roof slates
can be used to provide heating, hot
water or even heat an onsite swimming
pool. Plus, with a maximum operating
temperature of 95° due to the properties

Solar collectors provide the same waterproofing,
strength, durability and versatility as natural roofing
slate alone. They are an ideal solution for the
rehabilitation of heritage buildings in protected areas or
for private contemporary projects where the look of the
building must meet certain guidelines or design
ambitions - and energy efficiency is also paramount. As
with standalone slate roofing, no maintenance is
necessary, plus the cost of the roof can be quickly
recovered due to the energy savings made.
Studies have shown that roof solar collectors such as
this can generate nearly two thirds of a household’s hot
water requirement, so it has the feasibility to
significantly reduce fuel bills. One monitored project
generated 76% of a family’s heating and hot water
requirements, achieving an annual saving of 580 litres of
fuel oil and preventing the emission of 1.5 tonnes of CO2,
helping the family and the environment.
Choosing a solar collection product over traditional solar
panels can not only cut down on build time, with a
more straightforward installation, but also ensures that
the look of the property remains untainted. With no
maintenance required and the ability to cut long-term
fuel costs, while retaining the desired aesthetic, solar
collectors are ideal for homeowners and architects
looking to create sustainable yet beautiful architecture. |||
For more information on roof solar collectors, such as
THERMoSLATE®,
please
visit
www.cupapizarras.com/uk/thermoslate.
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Contractor Profile

The Perfect Fit:

Abbie Glover, Roofing Apprentice

W

ith a keen interest in sport, Abbie Glover loves being active and
outdoors and so, she says, roofing is a perfect fit for her.

Abbie, who is 19 years-old, originally had a job in retail when her friend told her
about a roofing apprenticeship vacancy that had come up in the contractors
where she worked. Abbie was really enthusiastic about the opportunity, but
wanted to find out more. She tried out two taster days in roof slating and tiling at
Leeds College of Building (LCB) to learn more about the skills and training that
would be needed, and the job prospects in the longer term. “Roofing is such a
different environment to retail! It’s outside and feels like there’s more freedom.
Everyone’s friendly and there’s no bickering!” says Abbie.
Taken on as a first-year apprentice at The Roofing Corporation Ltd in Swallow,
Lincolnshire, Abbie starts at LCB in September 2018, studying for a level 2 NVQ
in Roof Slating and Tiling. The NVQ involves 20 weeks of training in college over
2 years. Travelling to Leeds on her training days will be a long and costly slog for
Abbie, being a 150-mile round trip. “It would be easier if more colleges offered
roofing and I could go to one nearer where I live”, says Abbie. Fortunately, her
training is sponsored by manufacturers, Langley Waterproofing Systems Ltd, who
is keen to see Abbie succeed as a female roofer.

“It’s hardest learning about all the different
types of roofing The Roofing Corporation
does... but to me, it’s all really interesting and
I’m enjoying it, and working for Chris Miller,
who is so knowledgeable, is great. I feel like
I’m in the right place to learn all I can.”
“Abbie is the first woman apprentice we’ve sponsored,” explains Mark Dunn,
Learning and Development Manager at Langley. “We want to help women along
the way and keep them interested and engaged. We don’t want them to leave the
industry for lack of support”, he adds. Apart from assisting Abbie with the cost of
her apprenticeship, Langley has provided items of work wear as well as
specialist short-course training. They also arranged a visit for Abbie to the
Langley factory in France, located just south of Paris, so that she could
understand what goes into a Langley roof.
Apart from the days she will spend at college, Abbie’s on-the-job training has
often been accomplished by pairing with third-year apprentices, Joe Turner and
Jae Osborne, who are showing her the ropes. A typical day starts at 7am in the
yard where Abbie helps to load up the truck with materials for the job they’re
working on. She takes a lunch break on site and finishes by 4.30pm. If it’s raining,
snowing or too windy to work on a roof, Abbie will be taught new skills, such as
slate cutting, in the company’s workshop.
“It’s hardest learning about all the different types of roofing The Roofing
Corporation does”, says Abbie. “It’s not just slating and tiling, it’s also flat
roofing: GRP (fibreglass), and Reinforced Bituminous membrane (RBM), lead
work and heritage roofs. But to me, it’s all really interesting and I’m enjoying it
and working for Chris Miller, who is so knowledgeable, is great. I feel like I’m in
the right place to learn all I can.”
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Abbie says she’s had lots of comments from family and friends about
her choice of career: “Most young girls don’t think about roofing. I
think if they did, there would be plenty who wanted to apply. Schools
should do more to tell girls about careers in the trades and
construction generally.”

Unnerved
Without much information or encouragement, Abbie admits she was
a little unnerved to begin with by the prospect of working in such a
male-dominated industry: “I was put-off by it being a group of lads at
first. But they soon involved me in what they were doing, and now I
think they prefer working with a girl as part of the team. I’ve proved
I’m just as strong as them and can carry as many tiles as them, so
there’s no problem there. The hardest part is keeping warm and
coping with the weather. I wear lots of layers! Also, I’m really tired at
the end of the day. I don’t go out now after work in the week.”
“It’s worth it though,” says Abbie. “I’m looking forward to learning
more at LCB and being able to tackle more on my own without being
shown. I’m also enjoying the better weather now it’s a bit warmer to
be working outdoors. |||
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NHBC

Spandrel Panel Best Practice
NHBC’s Standards & Technical Manager Paul Cribbens looks at the latest best practice in
relation to the increased use of spandrel panels in the UK house-building industry.

pandrel panels, typically used to provide
separation between roof spaces in cold
pitched roofs or to form the inner leaf of
gable walls, are now commonly used in the
construction of new homes.

S

Done well, spandrels offer many benefits,
including increased speed of build and improved
health and safety during construction.
But as we look to new ways of doing things, we
have to be mindful of the critical functions that
elements within homes provide and ensure that
innovative products and construction methods
perform as well as the traditional ones being
replaced.
Recently, National Home Building Council
(NHBC) building inspectors have been paying
particular attention to spandrel panels in cold
roof spaces.
For the most part, these seem to be well
designed and installed, but we have identified a
number of recurring issues that have given cause
for concern which, without our intervention, may
have gone unnoticed by the builder.
To help address these issues and bring a
consistent approach, we have been working
with industry bodies including the Structural
Timber Association (STA) and the Trussed
Rafter Association (TRA) to develop technical
guidance for the design, manufacture and
installation of spandrel panels.
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This work has culminated in the development
of a new clause in the NHBC Standards (7.2.24
‘Spandrel panels’). In addition, and to tie the
guidance together, NHBC has produced a
Technical Guidance Document that provides
helpful insight on the key building detailing
issues that need to be considered if you are
using spandrel panels.

Key issues for consideration

addition, tall panels may require lateral restraint in
line with any intermediate longitudinal bracing to
the roof trusses. The designer also needs to consider
how lateral restraint will be provided to the
supporting wall below the spandrel.
Fire stopping is required between the top of the
party wall spandrel panel and the roof covering, and
between the spandrel and the masonry supporting
wall. This is typically achieved with flexible rock
fibre mineral quilt.

Spandrel panels should be lifted and handled
carefully and in accordance with guidance from The fire stopping should extend into any boxed
the manufacturer. The completed panel should eaves in the form of a fire-resisting board or wired
be inspected and any damage made good.
rock fibre quilt, and be screwed or nailed in place.
Panels that have plasterboard linings should be
protected from adverse weather until the roof
covering is complete. Any impervious weather
protection, e.g. polythene sheeting, should be
removed once the roof is watertight, sufficient
to allow the panel to breathe, identify stud
positions for fixing restraints, and checking for
any damage during erection.

Generally, party wall spandrel panels should provide
60 minutes of fire protection. This can be achieved
with two layers of 12.5mm plasterboard on both
sides of the framing. Cover strips of plasterboard
should be used to protect vertical joints.
Alternatively, a single layer of dry-lining board may
be used, if supported by suitable test reports to show
compliance with the fire and sound requirements.

Breathable protective membranes may require
removal for inspection if there are signs of
trapped moisture or damage to the panel.
Where membranes are retained on gable walls,
the position of the studs should be marked on
the membrane to enable wall ties to be
correctly located.

Spandrel panels used at separating walls should
meet the sound insulation requirements set out in
the Building Regulations. This can be achieved by
either following the guidance in the Robust Details
Handbook or by undertaking sound testing on
completion. |||

Spandrel panels require lateral restraint at rafter
level and along the base of the panel. In

NHBC Technical Guidance Documents are free to
download from www.nhbc.co.uk/Builders/
ProductsandServices/TechZone/
nhbcstandards/
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DEKS Feature

Industry Leading Penetration Protection
t DEKS we regularly receive calls from new
and existing customers with questions on
how to make roof installations and
penetrations watertight.

A

With 40 years’ global experience, the DEKS Dektite &
Seldek range of flashings offer a versatile, easy to
work with warranty backed solution. Colin Hawkins,
DEKS Area Sales Manager provides an overview of
the art of the possible.

What is needed to ensure a watertight
penetration?
Creating a hole in a roof for a vertical penetration can
be fraught with issues, especially ensuring that it is
watertight after the installation.
The invention of the original Dektite in Australia
revolutionised this process, providing a simple and
effective way to keep the weather out in one of the
world’s most extreme climates
There are many ways to achieve this, however none
are as easy and robust as a rubber flashing which is
much more flexible than a lead slate and gives a
permanent, tight waterproof fit to any pipe or flue.

Multiple products for multiple
installations
There are four typical types of installations
that flashings are used for: metal, composite,
tile and slate roofs.
Using high quality EPDM and Silicone
polymers, DEKS manufacture and supply
products for all types of roof and roof
penetration which include:
l For soil pipes, boiler outlets, flues,
ductwork, cables
l Sizes 1mm to 760mm external pipe or
duct diameter
l Roof pitches 0 to 45 degree

penetration due to it being too high or
supports preventing this. This is where Dektite
Combo or Retrofit flashings come into their
own. They are designed for flashing roof
penetrations where the flashing might need to
be wrapped around the pipe and clipped
together using the provided clips in order to
create a watertight seal.
The DEKS range of rubber flashings comprise
three different base types. The Dektite has a
flexible aluminium edge to facilitate fixing to
trapezoidal metal roofs. The Seldek Aluminium
and Seldek Nu-lead (acrylic coated lead) based
versions are easily dressed into tile or slate
roofs or flat felt roofs.

l Low and high temperatures up to 250°c
intermittently
l Fresh install and retrofit Dektites for
metal roofs
l Aluminium or acrylic coated lead base
for pitched roofs
l Three colours – black & grey (EPDM) or
red (Silicone)
l Dekstrip – for larger or irregular shapes
l Special versions for solar pipes and
cables
All products are manufactured to a BSI ISO
9001 standard, backed with a 20-year
warranty.

Easy installation
The flashings come in a range of sizes (1mm
to 760mm), and have easy to follow sizing
ring which can be cut to the size of the
penetration when required using scissors or
snips.
Often when installing it’s not possible to
slide the flashing over the top and down the

The protection you require
A correctly installed quality flashing will offer
both the installer and customer peace of mind
of water ingress protection through new
installation. Revisiting a leaking installation
due to inferior fitting methods is both very
costly for the installer and the customer, and
can be easily avoided.
The DEKS range of flashings is BSI accredited
and backed by a 20-year warranty, so fit a
DEKS and fit it once.
As the leading brand, we ensure all our
products are fully tested and approved - you
can count on DEKS! |||
Quick, versatile and easy to install. When will you
start to use Dektite to protect your penetration?
Call 01275 858866, email
sales@deks.co.uk, or visit
www.deks.co.uk to find
out more.
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Insulation
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Avoiding Interstitial Condensation
in Warm Roofs
It needs to breathe. It mustn’t sweat. It needs a good air flow. No, it’s not a patient under medical
care, it’s a roof! And however people express it, the problem they want to avoid is the possibility of
condensation in the rafter space when insulating at rafter level, as Dr AJ Cox discusses here.

nce you understand where moisture is
coming from in a roof space, how to get
rid of it and how to stop it turning from
water vapour into liquid, the strategies for
avoiding condensation risk become clear.

insulation must be breathable as well. TLX Gold,
combining a breather membrane with polyester
wadding and a shiny yet breathable underside
(to reflect heat) was developed for just this
purpose. This makes it particularly valuable for
use where there is an existing ceiling, as, even
without a vapour barrier, there is no
condensation risk.

O

For any given water vapour level in the air (the
vapour pressure), as the temperature is lowered
there is a point at which the vapour will
condense into a liquid - the dewpoint.
Conversely, the higher the air temperature, the
more water vapour can be held without it
condensing.
If condensation occurs on internal room surfaces
it is called surface condensation, and if in the
rafter space, interstitial condensation, though
they are essentially the same physical process
occurring in different locations.
A domestic property is estimated to produce
some 12-15 litres of water vapour per day from
human activities, such as cooking and washing.
Most of this migrates through the plasterboard of
walls and ceilings, passing across the rafter-level
insulation to the cold side, where, if there is too
much vapour in the air for the temperature at
that point, condensation will occur.
So the strategies for preventing it become
obvious: firstly, prevent water vapour from
entering the rafter space by using a vapour
barrier on the warm side, and secondly, ensure
that water vapour leaves the cold side as quickly
as possible. This can be achieved either by
ventilating to directly sweep away the vapour
with air from outside, or else by using a breather
membrane across which water vapour travels
easily, with the air movement in the tile batten
space serving to move moisture away once it has
crossed the breather membrane. It is notable that
the NHBC advises all roofs to be constructed
with ridge ventilation to aid this process.

vapour barriers, heavy gauge polythene, foilbacked plasterboard and insulated plasterboards.
Some multifoils, such as TLX Silver, are also CE
marked as vapour barriers, so can be used for
this purpose under rafters as well as for their
insulating properties.

If a vapour barrier type of multifoil is used on the
cold side – indeed anywhere except on the warm
side – this means that it will trap water vapour
which can condense underneath it, unless you
can ensure that a carefully fitted warm-side
vapour barrier is present and will not breached,
for example by fitting downlighters.

If the outer covering is vapour-impermeable –
such as sarking board or a 1F felt – then BS5250
(Control of Condensation in Buildings) advises a
50mm ventilated space underneath to carry away
the water vapour migrating from below.
Otherwise, a breather membrane – and in the
construction world ‘breathable’ means permeable
to water vapour, not air – with a low vapour
resistance < 0.25 MNs/g is used.

Condensation risk for the particular build-up
being used can be estimated using a simple
‘Glaser model’ calculation, considering the
temperature and humidity conditions likely to be
experienced across the rafter depth. The output
can include a psychrometric graph, indicating
whether or not the modelled temperature and
humidity conditions within the rafter space
touch the line corresponding to dewpoint
conditions. A more sophisticated analysis uses
Temperature
hygrometric modelling such as WuFi, though
Another way to prevent interstitial condensation this is an expensive exercise. Running a
is to shift the temperature profile so that a
calculation where a vapour barrier on the warm
dewpoint does not occur. This can be achieved side is included is something of a foregone
by having insulation occupy the coldest points
conclusion, but, unless the vapour barrier is
where there would normally be an air gap under carefully sealed and not subsequently breached,
the breather membrane – but, of course, this
the calculation will be meaningless. |||
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It should become apparent from considering this
process that just having a roof that is
‘breathable’ will not of itself prevent
condensation.
It can be confusing if trying to compare
products, as different, but related, parameters
can be used as measures of vapour transmission.
The vapour barrier choice is between proprietary
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The People Behind The Product

Trivallis Chooses Redland Package for Peace of Mind

is
Freefoam
to
delighted
announce
the
launch of three new
short videos to
promote
the
business online and
social
through
media. Showcasing
the faces behind
the product, and the production and distribution facilities located in
Northampton they give a real insight into how PVC building products are
made and distributed from start to finish. With social media becoming an
essential part of any companies marketing strategy, Freefoam are committed
to producing high quality, interesting, up to the minute content including
video. Using Social Media agency Mind Made, filming took place over three
days using drone, GoPro and Steadicam technologies to capture the busy dayto-day operation as it happened. Processing over half a million product lines
a year involves careful coordination and accuracy between Distribution and
Customer teams. This video highlights how products are stored, picked,
packaged and despatched to customers across the UK. Freefoam’s Colin St
John, said “The project showcased the scale of our operation, the varied
processes that go into manufacturing a plastic product and last but not least
we wanted to recognise our teams – the people behind the product.” To view
videos visit https://freefoam.com/professional/about-freefoam.

training,
top
quality
On-site
workmanship and a market-leading
15-year guarantee led Trivallis to
choose the free-of-charge roof
specification service offered by
Redland
–
the
UK's
leading
manufacturer and supplier of pitched
roof systems. Trivallis is one of the
largest social landlords in Wales and
will use Redland and its SpecMaster
service to re-roof the Maerdy estate in
Rhondda, South Wales. Lee Tapper from Trivallis explains: "The service
ensures that we meet the current British Standard, we get the technical
advice that we need and we get the guarantee from Redland which means we
know we won't have a problem with the roof for 15 years. We know that our
properties our watertight and that our roofers know exactly what they're
doing”, Lee says. This element was particularly true for this project because
the specification was for Renown tiles in Breckland Brown fixed with nails
throughout, but reinforced on the first five or six courses with Redland's own
award-winning fixing, the Innofix Clip to guard against high winds.
Contractors, Jefferies said: "Redland sent down one of its training staff on our
first day on-site to show our teams how it worked and that was very
beneficial". While the roofs were installed, the Redland Specification Manager
visited the site regularly to inspect the quality of the work and provide any
further technical support as required. Visit http://redland.co.uk.

Kemper System Delivers Roof Refurbishment to Art
Deco Gem

Housebuilder Makes the Smarter Choice

41

42

The roof of an occupied
1930s art deco municipal
office building in Blackpool
town
centre
required
urgent repair. The building
had standing water on a
zero falls roof with only
four drainage outlets,
meaning water had started
to leak into the occupied
offices below. Kemper
System’s Stratex Warm
Roof system using its Kemperol V210 was specified for the 1,200m2 roof offering exceptional performance and supplied as a complete, integrated
system of matched components. The Kemperol V210 is a polyester-based
resin, applied wet-on-wet forming a permanently elastic, seamless, yet highly
durable waterproofing membrane. Mark Atherton, MD at Castle Contractors,
said: “There were three main challenges to overcome on this project – the safe
removal of the existing ballast, cleaning of the roof prior to application, and
the creation of drainage channels to carry water to the outlets.” Stuart Hicks
at Kemper System added: “Despite the challenges Castle Contractors
completed ahead of schedule thanks to the quick and easy application of the
Stratex Warm Roof system and our Kemperol V210 liquid waterproofing
system.” Tel. 01925 445532 or visit www.kempersystem.co.uk.

NHBC Housebuilder, David
Ellerby, has specified Dakea
Ultima roof windows to ensure
maximum heat insulation in his
three new-build properties.
Ultima windows exceed UK
building regulations, offering a
U-value of 1.2 W/m2K and
therefore a future-proof solution
to evolving legislation. Heat
insulation and energy efficiency
were influencing factors in
David’s specification, as the high-quality Wilmslow properties are surrounded
by picturesque farmland. David Ellerby said, “The Ultima offers features and
quality that are easily comparable to triple glazing – at a fraction of the
weight and a competitive price.” Containing Comfort Glass technology, the
pane shields against ultraviolet (UV) light, reflecting 95% of harmful UV rays.
This unique glazing construction also ensures properties are kept cool during
the summer and warm during winter, to reduce household energy bills. With
the first phase of the development complete, Mark Backhouse, a roofing
contractor with more than 35 years’ experience, says, “This is the first time
I’ve installed Dakea Ultima roof windows – and it was an easy and quick
process. By using the Ultima’s free Insulating Foam Collar and Underfelt Foil
Collar (RUC) accessories, every installation is completed to a high quality and
offers a great finish.” Visit http://www.ultima.dakea.com/home.

Wienerberger Announces the Appointment of a
New Commercial Director

Kee Systems Provides Twinings with a Roof Safety
Solution

Kevin Tolson has been appointed as Commercial
Director of Wienerberger, the UK’s leading provider
of building material solutions. Tolson, who joined
Wienerberger in February 2018, brings with him a
wealth of experience and knowledge covering
everything from marketing and sales to customer
service and strategy development. Boasting a
degree in Economics and an MBA specialising in
Strategic Management, Tolson has an impressive
track record of identifying new opportunities,
aligning organisations and working with customers
to deliver growth. He commented: “I’m delighted to
be taking on the role of Commercial Director, and I
am excited to help develop Wienerberger’s future
within the UK. I certainly have some big shoes to
fill, but I’m looking forward to the challenge and I’m keen to expand on the
previous success in this role.” Over the last ten years, Wienerberger UK has
delivered strong organic growth following a period of rapid acquisitions in the
previous decade. This is not only a significant contributor to Wienerberger
group revenue but is also enabling the industry leader to set trends and
standards in areas as diverse as health and safety and the adoption of BIM
(Building Information Modelling). Wienerberger UK is also spearheading the
Digital Construction movement, with a specific focus on supply chain
management and marketing. Visit www.wienerberger.co.uk.

A combination of safety products
from Kee Systems has been
installed at the Twinings facility in
Andover to provide a first-class
edge protection solution for staff
accessing the rooftop. Quality tea
manufacturer, Twinings has over
300 years of history at the
Andover site. The building
featured a large roof with poor
access
and
limited
edge
protection and required a safety
solution to address these issues.
Kee Systems was invited to assess
the site and supplied a complete
roof safety system, including 320m of KeeGuard® systems to provide roof
edge protection, four access platforms for safe access, eight Kee Gates®, 50m
of Kee Klamp® tubular fittings to offer a railing system, and 5 access ladders
to provide for safe access while working at height. A year later, Kee Systems
was invited back to install additional platforms and gates. Alison Pembleton,
Facilities Manager at Twinings says: Kee Systems came up with exactly the
right solution at the right price. The installers worked quickly, efficiently and
more importantly, safely, to deliver this project on time and to budget. We now
have safe access on to and around our roof.” Visit www.keesystems.com.
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Top Marks for SpecMaster on Mixed
Ownership Estate

Shanly Homes Choose Norbord Flooring for Price and
Reliability

Employing
the
Redland
SpecMaster service has enabled
Wigan Metropolitan Borough
Council (MBC), which manages
and maintains 22,000 homes, to
benefit
from
a
15-year
guarantee. It also avoided costly
extras when it re-roofed 40
properties on one of its estates
in Kitt Green. This professional
specification not only prevented
unsightly
and
expensive
detailing, but also accelerated the roofing programme by introducing the
Innofix Clip, the award-winning tile fixing, developed by the company. Brian
Hampson, Project Manager, explains: “The 15-year guarantee is important to
us because it means that we shouldn’t have any unexpected financial burdens
put upon us at Wigan within this period and in the unlikely event that there is
a problem with the new roof covering, Redland will still attend site and rectify
the issue free of charge.” The scheme was completed with the 50 Double
Roman tile in Tudor Brown and Innofix Clips used to fix the tiles, an innovation
that impressed the roofing contractor, C&B Roofing, because they are so
much quicker to fix. Completely tool-free, the Innofix Clip is available for the
entire
range
of
Redland’s
concrete
interlocking
tiles.
Visit
www.innofixclip.co.uk for more details.
26

For nearly 50 years Shanly
Homes has been building
properties in the South
East of England. Since its
inception in 1969, the
regional building company
has steadily grown and
now builds 500 units per
year. With the use of
Norbord products, Shanly
develop
Homes
architecturally innovative and sustainable homes. Andy Howard, Group Buyer
at Shanly Homes, explains why Norbord products have become their go-to
panels. Key factors in sourcing products include the cost and the quality of the
panels and reliability of supply. “We have used Norbord’s CaberDek flooring
panels and CaberFix D4 adhesive in multiple Shanly Homes housing
development projects, as they provide increased protection from the elements
and are strong, waterproof and slip resistant.” Norbord’s CaberFix D4 is
solvent-free and designed for adhesive use to bond flooring boards to joists and
tongue-and-grove joints. Andy says, “We repeatedly use CaberDek combined
with CaberFix D4 because it is an easy system to use and is the most effective
method of achieving a “silent floor” system without the need for any
mechanical fixtures”. For further information tel. 01786 812 921 or visit
www.norbord.co.uk.
29

Far From Tall Order For Kemper System

Jutland Slates Compliment Attractive
Self-build Design

Kemper System’s Kemperol 2K-PUR
solvent-free
and
odourless
waterproofing membrane has been used
to refurbish a 1000m2 penthouse roof
area above an oil refinery at a food
processing plant in in Erith, London.
Working closely with Northfall Design
Associates, the highly experienced and
knowledgeable team at Kemper System
helped to devise a successful
conservation programme at the ADM
Milling penthouse to address water
ingress caused by severe deterioration of the 40m high roof area. The flat roof
area which required refurbishment sits above the oil refinery with steeply
pitched mansards, dormers and concrete gutters which also needed repair. A
quick yet durable waterproofing solution was required as the food milling
plant was occupied and needed to remain fully functioning throughout the
project. Roofing contractors, Garhigh Southern Ltd, installed the Kemperol
2K-PUR system in a single, wet-on-wet process after removing, cleaning and
priming the existing concrete substrate. Gary Buckman, Director at Garhigh
Southern Ltd, said: “The ease of application of Kemper System ensured
installation ran as smoothly as possible.” Kemper’s Stuart Hicks added: “This
project presented many design and installation challenges, yet the Kemperol
2K-PUR waterproofing solution was able to overcome these easily.”
Tel. 01925 445532 or visit www.kempersystem.co.uk.
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Good
quality
and
modern
aesthetics are perfectly combined
in the fibre cement slate roof of a
self-build residential property,
thanks to the installation of
Cembrit Jutland fibre cement
slates. Situated in the suburbs of
the beautiful town of Chilton in
Durham, the self-build property
has been constructed to feature a
modern style and character that blends into the surrounding environment.
With dark windows and a light brick face, the Jutland fibre cement roof slates
needed to be able to complement both shades. Local builders merchant,
James Burrell supplied Durham-based roofing contractor, Wilkinson Roofing
with approximately 3,000 600x300mm Cembrit Jutland fibre cement slates.
Carl Wilkinson, Roofing Contractor at Wilkinson Roofing, comments: “We
specified Cembrit Jutland slates after receiving a recommendation from the
builders’ merchant, and we are thrilled that we followed their advice, as the
slates have provided a stunning end result.” Jutland slates feature a smooth
surface and are pre-holed, square edged and lightweight. They do not need to
be graded and sorted like natural slates. These qualities combine to make
them easy to handle and install and an ideal solution for a fast-track
construction environment. Visit www.cembrit.co.uk, tel. +44 (0) 208 320
1184 or email sales@cembrit.co.uk.
30

Cupa Pizarras Bring Old World Charm to New Scottish
Community

New Specification Role for AWMS Skyline and
Rainwater

CUPA
PIZARRAS’
Heavy 3 slate has
been specified by
housebuilder ZeroC to
bring a traditional
look to houses being
built in the new town
of Tornagrain, near
Inverness.
The
Tornagrain proposal
was submitted to the Scottish Sustainable Communities Initiative (SSCI) and
was among the 11 projects awarded ‘Exemplar’ status. The SSCI was
introduced to encourage the development of new communities that would
provide a high standard of living with housing that was built to last. Part of
receiving the Exemplar status was demonstrating that the materials used
would be of the highest quality. The in-house design team at ZeroC selected
CUPA PIZARRAS’ Heavy 3 slate as a suitable alternative for the Ballachulish
Scottish slate that was widely used until the quarries closed in the mid-1950s.
The dark-grey, 7-8mm Heavy 3 convincingly replicates the characteristically
thick, Ballachulish slate. Ian Sharp, Director at Wyvis Roofing said: “We have
worked with CUPA PIZARRAS for about 25 years and are very familiar with
Heavy 3. We’ve always been impressed by the quality and consistency of the
slate so we were pleased that Heavy 3 was selected as the product of choice
on this project.” Visit www.cupapizarras.com/uk.
28

AWMS, the leading manufacturer of rain to
drain water management solutions, expands
its specification team with the appointment
of Michael Barnes. Michael joins the
business as National Account & Specification
Manager for Rainwater and Skyline. With 19
years of experience in building product sales
and specifically rainwater management, he
brings in-depth knowledge to the business.
His role will include liaising with major
building contractors and architects, and
delivering CPDs for the two brands. He will
also be working on expanding AWMS’
approved installer scheme. Michael comments: “I’m excited to join the team
and look forward to driving new opportunities for the business and leading the
growth of its installer scheme.” Alumasc Rainwater is the No.1 ‘all metal’
rainwater brand for architectural and specification markets. From cutting
edge-contemporary to traditional heritage, our Aluminium, Cast Iron and Steel
rainwater is BBA accredited and manufactured to the highest standard for
strength, long life and durability. Our wide choice of colours and bespoke
designs ensure the perfect solution for your next building project. Skyline highperformance fascia, soffits and copings fit with all styles of architecture and
work seamlessly with Alumasc Rainwater. Visit www.alumascwms.co.uk or tel.
01536 383 810.
32
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Langley Scoops Prestigious Roofing Award at NFRC’s
Ceremony

New Sika Sarnafil Flat Roofing CPD Meets Modern
Demands

Langley Roofing Systems, in partnership with
contractor Opus Waterproofing Solutions, won
best Reinforced Bitumen Membranes Project at
this year’s UK Roofing Awards. In recognition of
Langley and Opus’ contribution to a major
refurbishment project at Girdlestone Estate in
Islington, the accolade celebrates the
outstanding design and installation of the
estate’s extensive and complex new roofing
system. Langley worked closely with Opus
Waterproofing Solutions and Mears Group on
an ambitious plan to strip the failing roof and
install Langley’s robust TA-20 RBM solution
across six blocks; providing an efficient and
cost-effective solution for the building’s owners
- Islington Council. Tom Kerr, Sales Director at
Langley Roofing Systems said: “The relationships we have with our
contractors are at the heart of our success as a business, so being able to
share this award with Opus makes it all the more meaningful.” This year’s UK
Roofing Awards took place on Friday 11th May at the Park Plaza Westminster
Bridge Hotel and were hosted by BBC’s Dan Walker. Organised by the NFRC
- the UK’s largest roofing trade association - the awards celebrate the best in
roofing and winners are commended for their high standards of workmanship
and safety. Visit www.langley.co.uk.
47

Sika Sarnafil has launched a new
RIBA accredited CPD seminar,
‘Selecting Flat Roofing System to
Meet Modern Demands’, for
those wanting to specify high
performance flat roofing that
meets the most up-to-date
legislative
requirements.
In
response
to
a
fast-paced
industry, Sika Sarnafil experts
created the CPD specifically to
meet the needs of architects and specifiers. The seminar aims to inspire,
educate and reassure by covering all the vital knowledge required to ensure a
successful and effective roof system. The CPD provides specifiers with a
breakdown of all the typical roof build-ups from cold and warm to protected
roofs, with the new addition of blue roofs, through simple and engaging
animations. This is accompanied by information on important design
considerations, materials and workmanship. Richard Lawton, Sales Manager
at Sika Sarnafil says: “Attending this CPD aids the decision-making process
when choosing the perfect roof for a project. Just one hour spent provides
peace of mind, as attendees can expect to leave the seminar feeling confident
in selecting and specifying the right flat roofing system, while meeting the
appropriate standards and regulations.” If you are interested in attending the
seminar, visit https://bit.ly/2KwpUaF or tel. 01707 394444.
51

Updated Scaffolding Contract Launched for 2018

Developing a Positive Relationship with Dakea

The CIP Scaffolding Contract has been updated
by Construction Industry Publications (CIP) in
June 2018. The document was originally
developed by the National Access & Scaffolding
Confederation (NASC) in conjunction with the
Contractors Legal Group(CLG), which is the
umbrella group for main contractors, and first
published by CIP in 2014. Set out as a form of
contract for the erection, hire and dismantling
of scaffolding, it is considered appropriate for
use by CLG members, the National Federation
of Builders members and the Scottish Building
Federation. The contract is gaining traction with
contractors in the construction industry who are
increasingly recognising it as a default
document when agreeing terms and conditions
with scaffolding contractors. David Brown,
NASC Contracts Committee Chair and
Commercial Director of IBN Scaffold Access Ltd, said: “We believe the
Scaffolding Contract represents both parties fairly and can be easily adopted
within the construction industry.” Robin James, NASC Managing Director,
added: “Nothing stands still in construction and scaffolding contractors need
to remain alert to changes in contractual matters if they are to remain
competitive.” To purchase a copy of the contract email sales@cip-books.com
or visit www.cip-books.com.

Merchant
and
Builders’
Roofing Products Manager, Ian
Carr at Beesley and Fildes, has
built a positive partnership
with Dakea, the leading roof
windows
manufacturer.
Accessing Dakea’s Online
Toolkit, various training offers
and having a collaborative
approach with the company’s
area sales manager, Beesley
and Fildes has been able to
develop its business growth and enhance staff product awareness. Ian Carr
was intent on finding more partners presenting a cost-effective and innovative
product range suited to his business. With more than 75 years’ experience in
roof window design, manufacturing and innovation, Ian felt partnering with
Dakea - part of the world’s largest roof windows manufacturing company,
VKR Group - would present a natural progression for his business. Ian said:
“I am delighted with the support we’ve received from Dakea. This is
particularly thanks to Chris Phillips who in a short time period, has delivered
staff training, developed the team’s knowledge on tiles and roof windows, and
provided various informative point of sales materials and price guides.”
Receiving product comparison and price overview tuition from Chris, various
Beesley and Fildes team members have been able to gain a simple, yet wideranging, sales training platform. Visit www.dakea.com.

NE Fasteners Has Huge Success with Online Shop

Cupa Pizarras Sponsors Skillbuild

NE Fasteners Limited is a family owned
company
with
over
30
years’
experience, primarily specialising in
screws fixings & fasteners for the DIY,
hardware,
building,
joinery
and
furniture manufacturing sectors. NE
Fasteners prides itself with offering
expertise, competitive prices from local
and internationally sourced standard
and bespoke products. More recently,
Screwshop has evolved from its
established sister company, NE
Fasteners and has also proven a huge
success with its online shop. Situated
in a 7,000sq warehouse in Cradley
Heath in the West Midlands, we are able
to provide a wide range of finishes, including zinc, electro brass, black
chrome, satin chrome, bronze and nickel, and packaging options, ensuring
that many buyers consider us to be a key and valued supplier. With friendly
and experienced staff, our aim is to offer excellent service with our next day
delivery service and give an opportunity for our customers to let us manage
all fixings, fasteners and component requirements competitively. Screwshop
has a trade counter which is open daily 8am-4.30pm. Have a look at our online
shop www.screwshop.co.uk, or give us a call on 0121 559 8866 with your
enquiries and we will give you our best attention and prices at all times.

CUPA PIZARRAS is proud to
announce its sponsorship of the
Roof Slating and Tiling heats of
the CITB’s SkillBuild Competition
2018. SkillBuild is the largest
multi-trade competition in the UK
for construction trainees and
apprentices, allowing them to
compete in their chosen field,
from roof slating to carpentry,
stonemasonry to plastering. The
33 competitors for the Roof Slating and Tiling stages will be required to
undertake a specific project and demonstrate time management,
commitment and technical ability. CUPA PIZARRAS is supplying over 4000 of
its natural slates as well as polo shirts and caps for all competitors to wear.
Simon Dixon, from NFRC praised CUPA PIZARRAS for its assistance: “We are
extremely grateful to CUPA PIZARRAS for their commitment and offering to
sponsor all the roofing heats, as well as the national final, at such short
notice.”Julian Gomez, Director of Marketing at CUPA PIZARRAS commented:
“At CUPA PIZARRAS we are mindful of a looming skills shortage in the roofing
sector in the UK and are therefore delighted to have the opportunity to
encourage the younger generation to develop an interest in the craft.” For
more information on SkillBuild visit www.citb.co.uk/careers-inconstruction/experience-it/skillbuild/. For further information on CUPA
PIZARRAS slate visit www.cupapizarras.com.
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BBA Accreditation for SIG SIGnature 25
Waterproofing System

17

SIG’s SIGnature 25
roof waterproofing
system has been
awarded the BBA
(British Board of
A g r é m e n t )
certification.
The
quality accreditation
is for SIG’s own
range of Torch-On
roofing bituminous
membranes. These comprise polymer-modified bitumen waterproofing
membranes, insulation boards and a vapour control layer (VCL) for use on flat
and pitched roofs with limited access. Suitable for warm or cold roofs, the
SIGnature Torch-On range is available in three underlay options, with the
potential for either 20 or 25 year warranties. Visit www.singleply.co.uk.
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LAMILUX Reveals Improved High-Performance Skylights
Our new Glass Rooflight F100 SG
("Structural Glazing") is the innovative
next generation of the successful flat roof
skylight from LAMILUX. Featuring a flush
glass to frame edge detail both internally
and externally, the Glass Rooflight F100
SG boasts not only a visually appealing
seamless design, but also ensures
rainwater can run-off easily without
leaving any dirty edges or water ponding.
In addition, the Glass Rooflight F100 SG
offers high levels of wind and rain resistance and has enhanced isothermal
characteristics in the overall construction, this results in no condensation
whilst achieving maximum energy efficiency and thermal insulation alongside
excellent air tightness values. This is the first general-building-approved flat
roof window in "structural glazing" construction - certified by the German
Institute for Construction Technology in Berlin (DIBt). Offering variety and
ease, the flat roof window is delivered completely pre-assembled on the fully
insulated upstand, therefore offering a very quick and simple installation. It is
available in a range of sizes and can be ordered either fixed, opening for
ventilation or as an EN 12101-2 certified smoke and heat exhaust skylight.
See www.lamilux.co.uk or call 01284 749051.
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News, Projects, Products & People
Ecological Building Systems Takes Airtightness on Tour

Aggregate Industries’ Roofing Creates Natural
Aesthetics for Eco Friendly Supermarket
Aggregate
Industries’
Building
Products team has helped to complete
the eco-friendly Midcounties Cooperative supermarket, in Bourton-onthe-Water, after supplying 1,200m² of
its Bradstone Crofters roofing tile. The
Station Road store features renewable
energy to help power the store
including discreet solar roof panels to
provide 33,000kwh of energy per year.
Contractor, Attleys Roofing called on
the Aggregate Industries team to
provide a cost-effective roofing tile, which was also visually appealing, and
would complement the other materials being used in the Cotswolds project.
The Crofters roofing tile provided the perfect solution. Once installed, the
authentic colours of the Weathered Buff shade ticked all the aesthetic boxes,
delivering a striking solid colour whilst creating an eye-catching contrast with
the lighter walling. Tina Attley of Attleys Roofing said: “The Crofters slate lent
itself extremely well to the project, as the dark look of the slate allows the
building to stand out with a striking finish, enhancing the overall aesthetic of
the store.” Jeremy Lee at Aggregate Industries, adds: “Due to the Cotswold
location of the new store, it was important to achieve an authentic visual that
would coincide with the surrounding landscape.” Visit www.aggregate.com tel.
01285 646900 or e-mail building.products@aggregate.com.
34

To celebrate BBA approval of its Pro Clima
Intello Plus Intelligent Airtight Membrane,
Ecological Building Systems has announced a
seminar tour that will bring airtightness
insights to five different UK locations. Kicking
off at the National Self Build and Renovation
Centre in Swindon on 16 October, the Air
Tightness Tour then visits London, Belfast and
Glasgow before culminating at The Studio in
Birmingham on 22 November. Each event
includes a packed full-day of technical
presentations and discussions from Pro Clima,
the Ecological Building Systems team and the
BBA, along with practical installation
demonstrations, a key note speaker presentation and a round table
discussion. The seminars can be counted as six structured CPD points and
attendance includes lunch and refreshments, with opportunities for
networking and informal discussion. Ecological Building Systems has
launched a dedicated website for the seminar tour, where delegates can
register their interest and secure a place, with early bird discounts on the
standard delegate fee of £80 (incl VAT). Niall Crosson at Ecological Building
Systems explains: “The purpose of the seminars is to demonstrate the
increased thermal performance and year-round building comfort that can be
achieved by improving air tightness across both residential and commercial
buildings.” For further information on the programme, dates and locations
visit www.intellosealofapproval.com.
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SPV is delighted to have taken
delivery of a new Versalift VTX240 Chassis mounted platform.
Used widely across Europe, this
is the first VTX240 sold in the
UK. The machine has a platform
height of 22.2m and a working
height of 24.2m with compact
H-frame outriggers. It has a low
travel height and easy to use full
proportional (FPC) CANbus
controls with display. It has the
ability to work over rooftops and
to access difficult to reach
areas aided by a flat bottomed basket. As the vehicle is fully compliant with
the latest Euro 6 standards which require restriction of harmful carbon
monoxide, hydrocarbons, oxides of nitrogen and particulate matters
emissions it offers significant environmental benefits for the business. SPV
MD Howard Evans said: “We chose this machine due to its ease of use and its
versatility as well as having the ability to extend to the height we require. The
machine has exceeded all our expectations and will be invaluable for our work
at height” SPV attended the 2018 Vertikal Days Powered Access and Lifting
Show at Donnington Park where the new powered access machine was
featured on The Versalift Stand. Visit www.spv-uk.co.uk.
36

The UK’s only single ply
manufacturer, IKO Polymeric
opened the doors of its 7,000m2
state-of-the-art manufacturing
facility
in
Chesterfield
to
specifiers with a RIBA-approved
CPD factory tour. Taking place
on 16 May it provided architects,
building surveyors and design
managers in-depth information
on single ply roofing. The
attendees had an hour tour of the production line to learn about the
manufacturing process of IKO Polymeric’s single ply membranes, strict
quality checks and recycling procedure. They also visited the Prefabrication
Department to find out how the bespoke details and pre-welded sheets are
made. The event also incorporated welding demonstrations of IKO
Polymeric’s Armourplan and Spectraplan single ply membranes. Following
the demonstrations, the attendees all tried their hand at welding and
competed with each other to achieve the neatest and strongest weld. IKO
Polymeric also presented its ‘Complex Detailing and Sustainability in Single
Ply CPD’ and an additional Kingspan CPD on the ‘Fire Performance of
Insulated Panel and Façade Systems’. Anthony Horton of Galliford Try said:
“The whole event was very well run and organised and the Complex Detailing
and Sustainability in Single Ply CPD was very informative and useful.” For
more information email polymeric.marketing@iko.com.
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Cromar - Striving to Inspire

Icopal Guide Reveals Roofing’s Hidden Fire Risks

Cromar
Building
Products Ltd has been
identified as one of
London
Stock
Exchange
Group’s
1000 Companies to
Inspire Britain, in the
fifth edition of the
report. The report is a
celebration of the UK’s
fastest-growing
and
most dynamic UK
small and medium
sized businesses. To
be included in the list, companies need to show consistent revenue growth
over a minimum of three years, significantly outperforming their industry
peers. Cromar Building Products was founded in 1997 and has since
established itself as a market leader offering a wide variety of roofing
essentials. As an independently owned company it has been able to quickly
and effectively respond to market demands, resulting in a fantastic selection
of products. From adhesives to all weather coating and its PROGRP kits,
Cromar Building Products manufactures everything needed to complete a
roofing project. Helen Kirby, Head of Marketing, said “it is a great honour to
not only to be included in this report, but to be described as an inspirational
company.” Tel. 01977 663 133.

Flat roofing specialist Icopal, a BMI Group
company, has produced a six-page guide that
explains the fire risks of flat roofing and how
to mitigate them. Recent years have seen a
string of serious fires, such as the £60m
Kelsey Academy incident in 2016, which have
occurred because roofing contractors weren’t
aware of flammable elements on the roof.
TorchSafeTM Detailing, Guidance Document for
Reinforced Bitumen Waterproofing sets out
when roofing membranes can be torch
applied, and when they can’t. It also
underlines the responsibilities of all those
involved to ensure that a roof installation is
safe. “As a manufacturer we often find
ourselves as the designer too, providing
detailing and advice, which means that we
have very important responsibilities as set
down in the CDM regulations,” says Icopal Product Manager Dan Tucker. The
guide explains that any element of a roof which contains flammable material
should be covered in a membrane that does not require a flame to install it,
such as Icopal’s range of thermically activated (TA) products. Icopal’s
technical team can survey and assess roofs, providing a bespoke solution
which identifies areas of risk and highlights zones that are safe to torch and
those that are at risk. Visit http://www.icopal.co.uk.
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IKO Polymeric enjoyed
a very successful night
at this year’s SPRA
Awards by winning 5
awards
with
their
projects demonstrating
the best use of Single
Ply. Working with DVC
Roofing, the company
was the winner of Best
Detailing Award for
their Goosecroft Lane
project, a residential
building in based Northallerton. This complex, multi-slope pitched roof is a
great example of what can be achieved with good planning and a highlytrained workforce. Aesthetics were the key; therefore every single detail had to
be spot on with no tolerance for short cuts. As well as being the winner of the
Best Detailing category, IKO Polymeric was also highly commended in 4 other
award categories: Best Innovation with Hinkley Point C Power Station
Temporary Accommodation, Best Refurbishment and Best Sustainability (two
different awards) with North Hertfordshire District Council (NHDC) and finally
Best Safe Working with Rock House Sen School. IKO Armourplan was the
choice of single ply membrane for all these winning projects and ticked so
many different boxes to match the specific requirements of each project. Visit
www.ikopolymeric.com.
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The Dos and Don’ts When Working at Height

Specifiers Enjoy a Day at Iko Polymeric

New VTX- 240 Chassis Mounted Platform is a First
for Versalift and SPV Group!

Industry Events

A Night Full of Achievement

40

Falls from height remain a significant
challenge for the construction
industry. HCL Safety, an MSA Safety
company, and a specialist subcontractor in fall protection and
working at height safety advises on
minimising the risks.
Do:
— Ensure suitable safety equipment. This not only needs to be fit for the user
and job, but it should also have been correctly installed and maintained
regularly.
— Take precautions. A risk assessment should be completed to safeguard
against any potential risk e.g. working on or near fragile surfaces.
— Plan for an emergency. Should the worst happen, emergency evacuation
and rescue procedures need to be in place.
Don’t:
— Carry out work without training. It is vital those working at height have the
correct skills, knowledge and experience to do the job.
— Take unnecessary risks. What might seems like a small risk at the time
could lead to disastrous results – avoid this at all costs.
— Lone work without a plan. Working at a height alone, can increases risks. If
a fall should occur, a lone worker could open themselves up to further
danger without a suitable plan in case of an emergency.
To find out more about the most suitable equipment and procedures for
working at height, as well as training options specific to the job in hand, visit
www.hclsafety.com.
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Roofers Get Ready for the Future at
the Build Show 2018
Construction output is reportedly on the
rise again, but risks from the economic
uncertainty around Brexit, post-Grenfell
regulatory changes and the welldocumented skills shortages in building
trades are raising a lot of questions
about the future for the roofing industry.
That’s why the Build Show, sponsored by
Easy-Trim, is aiming to give roofers the
most well-informed, forward-looking
predictions, innovations and insights
they need. The show is part of the
construction industry’s largest event UK Construction Week (UKCW) which
returns to the NEC from the 9th to 11th of October this year. Nathan Garnett,
UKCW event director, said: “It’s a rare opportunity to get hundreds of
manufacturers, trade associations and industry experts together under one
roof to address issues within construction, but more importantly to identify
what is being done to move things forward.” New for 2018 are four additional
sections to the show, with more than 100 exclusive product launches planned
in Roofing, Cladding and Insulation; Offsite; Doors, Windows and Glass; and
Tools, Health and Safety. If you want to share your latest product launch,
there’s still a chance to grab an exhibitor spot. Register your interest via the
Build Show Exhibitor page. Free tickets for visitors are now available at
www.buildshow.co.uk.
61

15-16 September 2018
The London Design Festival
London Design Festival celebrates and promotes London as the
design capital of the world. The Festival will return to venues
and institutions across the city. Extensive programme of
events, daily tours, and workshops from Global Design Forum.
2017: 450,000 visitors
Across London www.londondesignfestival.com
17-18 September 2018
IOSH Conference 2018
Unmissable conference for professionals in occupational safety
and health. 2018 theme: Shaping a safer, healthier, better
world of work in changing times, well-being, business skills,
collaboration, personal skill development.
International Convention Centre, Birmingham www.iosh.co.uk
19-22 September 2018
100% Design
UK's largest trade event for architects and designers. Emerging
brands, designs and materials plus talks programme,
installations, emerging trends, brands and latest projects.
2017: 27,000 visitors, 400 exhibitors
Olympia, London www.100percentdesign.co.uk
21-23 Sep 2018
London Homebuilding & Renovating Show
For self-builders and renovators. Theatre presentions. Advice
Clinic. Ask the Architect. Planning Clinic. Ask the builder.
Primarily aimed at consumers.
2017: 350 exhibitors, 12,000 visitors
Excel, London
http://london.homebuildingshow.co.uk/
9-11 October 2018
UK Construction Week
UK’s largest construction trade show. Incorporates nine shows:
Timber Expo, Build Show, Civils Expo, Plant & Machinery Live,
Energy 2018, Smart Buildings 2018, Surface & Materials Show,
HVAC 2018, also Grand Designs Live open to trade 10-11
October.
2017: 33,500 visitors, 1200 exhibitors
NEC, Birmingham www.ukconstructionweek.com
23-24 Oct 2018
London Build 2018
Largest construction show for London and the rest of the UK.
Eight exhibition zones. Free CPDs, conferences on BIM & Digital
Construction, Sustainability, Fire Safety, Interiors and Fit out.
2017: 30,000 visitors, 300 exhibitors.
National Hall, Olympia, London www.londonbuildexpo.com
27-28 November 2018
CIBSE Build2Perform Live
Over 175 experts, speaking in 80 free sessions, interactive
features, technical seminars, building performance, energy
efficiency, reliability and productivity. Focuses on three themes
– Design, Deliver, Perform.
2017: 1,500 visitors, 60 exhibitors
Olympia London, UK www.build2perform.co.uk
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